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CHARACTER COUNTS
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FAIRNESS

IN TODAY'S ISSUE

• Play by the rules • Take rums and share
• Be open-minded, listen to others • Don't take advantage of others
• Don't blame others carelessly

-
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Kentucky
Dam blasting
beginning for
larger lock
By The Associated Press
LAKE CITY, Ky. -- Blasting
is about to begin to double the
size of the lock at Kentucky'
Dam.
Project manager Don Getty at
the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers office in Nashville.
Tenn., told The Paducah Sun a
larger lock will reduce the time
it takes for barge tows on the
Tennessee River to go through
it.
Contractors will blast away
about 145,0(10 cubic yards of
limestone with detonations
scheduled twice a day, Monday
through Saturday' through
November.
Tony Ellis. the project engineer, said on Wednesday from
his office at the dam that the
first blasting should take place
in about two weeks.
The first blasting will be test
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Grand jury to hear charges s=ut«
in Wynn home invasion case imailingasa
Detective says local
businessman was
beaten by 2 males
Two facing charges had reportedly
worked for Wynn at his business, home
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
hether or not two men accused
in the home break-in and shooting of Murray businessman
Chuck Wynn will face attempted murder
charges will be determined by a Calloway
County grand jury.
Following a preliminary hearing in
Calloway District Court Wednesday
morning, Judge Randy Hutchens said he
tound probable cause for attempted mur-

W

Beckman

der charges against Terrence Silas, 20, and
Cortez Beckman, 32, and remanded the
case to the next meeting of the grand jury
scheduled for Thursday, Aug. 19.
During the hearing, Cheri Decker and
Wesley Boyarski. attorneys with the
Public
of
Kentucky' Department
Advocacy's Murray office who temporarily represented the defendants for the

hearing, argued that the facts in the case
do not justify charges of attempted murder.
Both men are charged in the July 13
home invasion and shooting incident that
left Wynn, owner of Pagliai's Pizza Italian
Restaurant, and one of the defendants

Rand Paul

Candidate
Paul reaches
out to voters
In Fulton

See Page 2A

•See Page 2A

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
—
Ky.
FULTON,
Republican Rand P3U1 said
WednescLly he doesn't think
his cnticism of federal farm
subsidies will hurt him in
this fall's U.S. Senate election.
reporters
told
Paul
Wednesday during a carnpaign stop in heavily agricultural western Kentucky
that he feels an obligation to
oppose deficit spending and
to raise questions about
waste in the subsidy program, which pumped nearly
S246 million into the state
last year.
"I can't really lie to people
about the problems we
have." he said. "I think we
have enormous debt problems. And I think if you
don't address ail aspects of
the budget and say what can
be made smaller. what can
we save money on, what can

ice storm help available
for wooded landowners
FRANKFORT. Ky.(API —
Some landowners who suffered
extensive damage from the
2009 ice storm that struck
Kentucky are eligible for help
from the Kentucky Division of
Forestry.
The Division of Forestry,
through a grant from the U.S.
Forest Service, has made contractors available to help private forest landowners in central and western Kentucky. The
contractors, at no cost, can
develop management plans for
the wooded areas.
The effort is a partnership
between the Division of
Forestry, the Division of
Conservation and local conservation districts.
Private forest landowners
seeking advice on managing
their woodlands are asked to
contact the Division of Forestry'
office that •.erves their area.

CCHS BAND CAMP: The morning
sun shines on members of the
Calloway County High School
marching band early Wednesday.
The Laker band and new director
James "Derek" Jones began band
camp this week at the schooi and
will continue into next week. A
Laker band exhibition will cap off
the camp on Friday, July 30, at 5
p.m. and is open to the public.

WEATHER

See Page 2A

Conway, Democrat
in Senate race loans
campaign $400K

• •
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday ..Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 90s. Southwest winds 5 to
10 mph. Highest heat index
readings around 101.
night. .Partly
Thursday
cloudy. Lows in the mid 70s.
South winds around 5 mph.
Friday...Mostly sunny. Highs
in the upper 90s. Southwest
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Friday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the mid 70s Calm
winds.
sunny.
Saturday...Partly
Highs in the upper 90s.
night_ .Mostly
Saturday
cloudy with a 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Lows in the mid 70s.
Sunday...Parity sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP/ —
Kentucky Senate candidate Jack
Conway's fundraising for the
second quarter
of this year
includes
1.400,(X)0 in
personal loans,
the difference
in giving the
a
Democrat
edge
slight
ov er
Republican
Conway
Rand Paul.
Conway, Kentucky's attorney
general who was a lawyer in
Louisville, raised S1.4 million
during the three-month period

Local ADA 20th anniversary celebration held
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staft Writer
Residents of Murray and
Calloway County gathered
with legislators, local officials
and activists on the courthouse

square Wednesday morning to
celebrate the 20th anniversary
of the passage of the
Americans with Disabilities

•See Page 2A

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
Peggy Williams, far left, the director of WATCH, Inc.. a
training, vocational rehabilitation and jcb placement center
for developmentally disabled adults, introduces several
people WATCH has placed in jobs during Wednesday's
rally to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Americans
with Disabilities Act. Pictured, from left to right, are
Williams, Crystal Estes, Stephen Norsworthy, Mary Ruth
Saywell, Troy Higgins, Bonnie Higgins and David Brown.
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From Front
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IN Home invasion.
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From Front

,eeking treatment for a gunshot
wound. She said V•'ynii also
we downsize if v%e don't ask
v.ounded by gunfire. Decker. picked out the two men
and
that question, then 1 don't think
citing previous testimony by identifie them as his assailant
d
s
you're
senous person atiout
Murray' Police Det. Kendra from a photo lineup
balancing the budget."
Smith. said neither of the
During earlier court action.
Paul and Democrat Jack
accused ever voiced any intent three co-defen
dants in the case
Conway are running for the seat
before the alleged incident to waived
their right to a prelimiof retiring Sen. Jim Bunning. a
harrn the victim. Decker said no nary
hearing. choosing to send
78-year-old Baseball Hall of
more than a robbery charge is
their cases straight to the grand
Famer who opted not to seek a justified.
pry.
third term.
However County Attorney
Appearing before Hutchens
The tv.o candidates differ
David Hamngton argued that
facing facilitation to first-degree
sharply on the subsidy program. the Accused allegedly
were burglary charges were Laken
Paul has called tor an end to
intent on taking. Wynn's money
Knight. 18, of Murray and
paying farmers to not grow
"at all cost" by the fact that they
Haley Petty, 18. of Sharon,
crops. Conway said the program
reportedly tx)th had handguns
Tenn. Knight is accused of
is vital to Kentucky fanners and
when they entered Wynn's
being the driver of the vehicle
that he supixirts it.
home on Robin Hood Lane
used to allegedly transport Silas
Farmers are an important votshortly after midnight and
anti Beckman to the scene of the
ing bloc in Kentucky, and more
allegedly fired at the victim.
crime. Petty was allegedly a
than 40.000 of them received
Hutchens imposed a $500.000
passenger in the car when the
federal subsidies last year from
bond on both men. Both Silas
the
U.S. Department of and Beckman remain in two women picked up the two
men on Gibbs Store Road,
Agriculture.
Calloway County Jail.
HAWKINS TEAGUEtedger Ttmes
according to Smith. The women
Paul
spent
LOCK-UP: Loreal Derrick, left, and Misti Burkeen particip
Wednesd
ay
During
testimon
y.
Smith.
the also
ated in the Muscular Distrophy
transported both Silas and
evening beneath the shade of lead MPD investigator in
Association's annual "lock-up" at the Big Apple Cafe
the
Wednesday. Kyle Evans, the local
trees
in
a
rural
church yard out- case. told the court that Wynn Beckman to Marshall County
fundraiser for the MDA, said the money raised from the
event and other fundraisers goes side Fulton,
glad-handing with
told her during a subsequent Hospital after the incident,
toward helping local families affected by muscular distroph
y through things like clinic visits, some of the state's largest
growinterview
that he was awakened Smith said. Silas was later transwheelchair therapy sessions, a summer camp for children
, research and more. She said every
ers of corn. soybean and wheat. by the sound of his front door ported to Western Baptist
S74 raised pays for one minute of research and that there are
currently several families dealArid the Bowling Green eye surbeing kicked in followed by two Hospital in Paducah for treating with muscular distrophy in some form registered in
the Murray and Paducah area.
geon appears to have substantial
males on top of him. beating ment before he was taken into
support in the region. which trahim about the head and shoul- custody. she noted.
During court testimony', Smith
ditionally
gets
behind
ders with the butt of handguns
said both Knight and Petty were
Republican candidates.
and demanding money.
"If there's waste out there. it
Smith said the accused Wynn's former employees at
has to be reined in," said Fulton
allegedly: took Wynn into the Pagliai's and also previously
From Front
tv he there. He said there were waist down at the age
of 15 County
cattle farmer Kenneth
kitchen as they continued the cleaned his home. Both Knight
seven counties in his district and when she was shot in the
left Edrnaiston.
Act.
a Republican who
assault, later returning to the and Petty were represented by:
he was proud that most of them shoulder during
Paducah's
The legislation was passed have
Murray Attorney Rick Lamkin.
organizations
like Heath High School shooting in said he intends to vote for Paul. bedroom where Wynn. strug•into law on July.: 26, 1990 and
"Don't get me wrong. I'm not
gling. tned to retrieved a 38-cal- Knight was placed under a
Murray's WATCH, Inc. to help December 1997.
She said that against the subsidies
was designed to prohibit. dis- the
. hut I am
iber handgun in an effort to $30.000 cash or property bond
disabled find work and lead losing the ability
to walk has not against waste."
crimination based en disability. fulfillin
defend himself. However the for release from jail and Petty
g lives. Briggs & held her
back and that she has
After a welcome from Danny Stratton
Mike Major. a Hickman
gun was taken from him without was placed under a $60,000
plant manager Rodney done far
more in a wheelchair farmer who raises
Perry, president of the National Bohanno
some 4.000 any shots fired, according to surety bond.
n said W'ATCH has than
she ever did before her acres of crops
Federation of the Blind of helped
Also waiving his case to the
with his family. Smith.
place quite a few
Murray. historian
Johnny employees at the plant and said injury. She said her refusal to be said no one can dispute Paul's
Wynn reportedly' tolei Smith grand jury was Monta Harper,
a victim led her to graduate fnum
Stevenson sang "My Old he was
premise that there's waste in the
that he told his assailants his 25, of Nlurray who is charged
pleased to be on the
Murray State University and to program.
Kentucky Home" and NFB of courthou
nioney was in a wallet in his with tampering with physical
se lawn with to celeher job counseling children at
Kentucky board member John brate the
"It's a government program," truck inside the garage. Smith evidence in the case. Harper is
landmark legislation.
the Calloway: County Day
Glisson led the crowd in the
Major said. "There's waste in
testified that the two assailants Silas' brother. it ws reported.
"These folks are key stakeTreatment Center. She said she every govemment program"'
"Pledge to the ADA." Rev. holders at
took Wynn to the truck with Harper was placed under a
Briggs & Stratton and
also has a wonderful husband
Bobby Edmonson led the crowd the ADA
Wynn reponedly entering the $2.500 cash or surety bond. He
has improved the lives
in a moment of silence for of many
truck from the driver's side in was represented during the hearpeople," Bohannon and two children.
"defenders of our freedom" and said.
Jeanie Gallimore said the
an apparent attempt to comply' ing by: Decker.
,Mayor Danny Hudspeth and
ADA
has had a huge impact
with his assailants alleged
Not appearing v.:as Terry
WATCH
director
Peggy
:Larry Elkins signed a proclama- Williams said
demand for money. One of his Hager. the mother of Silas arid
the program when it comes to allowing the
non honoring the anniversary.
assailants entered on the passen- Harper, who is charged with
From Front
began in 1985 and that they disabled to vote at all polling
: Tony Wilder, a representative placed 71 disabled
ger side. Once inside the truck. second-degree hindering prosepeople in sites, as weli as curb cuts that ending in June,
according to his
:for GOV. Steve Beshear. said the jobs before 1990. Since
Wynn told police he grabbed a cution or apprehension in the
the pas- smoothly link sidewalks to campaig,n. Paul's
campaign said
governor cared about people sage of the ADA in
357-caliber handgun from a case.
1990. 145 streets. Pamela Glisson, who is the tea party
favorite raised
:and thought that how a society additional jobs have
door compartment inside the
All the defendants were
been placed blind, said that before the nearly $1.14
million during the
helps its most vulnerable citi- in Calloway County,
truck. A short gunfight appar- ordered to appear in Calloway
accommo
dations
were made at quarter.
she said.
Paul, a Bowling Green
zens reflects on its moral char- She said this was in addition
ently ensured leaving both County Circuit Court at 8:30
to polling sites, she had to tell a eye doctor, has not
lent rnoney
:
.acter. He said the ADA has nutnerous in-house contract
Wynn and allegedly Silas a.m. on Monday, Aug. 23. All
person
who
she
wanted
to vote to his campaig
s
n.
-greatly improved access issues with Briggs & Stratton for
injured by gunfire. Wynn was bail agreements were imposed
more for. She said she was never comMeanwhile. a key strategist
for the disabled in the last 20 than 24 years, which she said pletely convinced that
struck by a bullet in the left on the condition that the defenher vote behind Paul's political
rise said
years. Terrell Renfro. speaking have provided work each week- was recorded properly
shoulder. Silas had been hit dants have no contact with one
when she he was leaving to become
cam- twice. according to Smith.
for Lt. Gov. Daniel Mongiardo, day' for as many as 60 disabled had to leave
another, no contact with the vicit up to others.
paign manager for a yetsaid he also honored to be in people.
Both assailants reportedly fled tim of the crime at his home.
"The ADA and Help America unnamed gubernato
rial
ticket
in
town to mark the milestone.
the scene of the crime out the business or elsewhere. not be
Also speaking at the rally was Vote Act have allowed us to vote
Kentucky to nin next spring. front
State Sen. Ken Winters (R- Missy Jenkins Smith, who
door of the home and arrested for any other crime,
with respect, dignity and priva- Adams was campaig
n manager
Muffay I said it was a great my became paralyzed from
Wynn called 911 as he reloaded refrain from drug or alcohol
the cy." she said.
use
as Paul went from a libertarianhis pistol.
and be subject to drug screenleaning novelty to frontrunner,
t•
Smith testified that police ings among other restrictions.
claitning the GOP nomination.
located both Silas and Beckman
Individuals facing charges are
Adams was shifted to camat Marshal County: Hospital presumed innocent until
pr-:,‘en
paign chairman after the priwhere Silas was reportedly guilty.
mary win. about a week after
Paul stirred controversy when
he expressed misgivings about
All bird feeders & bird feed, copper
(Cash d Carry;
portions of the Civil Rights Act.
fire pits, rain chains, wind chimes,
Paul suggested that the federal
From Front
barges to be moved out. The
government shouldn't have the
sun dials. bird baths and more!
process is then repeated with the
power to force restaurants to blasts, to be followed by pinna- rest of the barges and the tow, Cash & Carr')
serve minorities if business cle blasting which will level the boat.
surface of the stone to be
owners don't want to.
"It takes two to two anti a half
Adams said his departure removed.
hours."
Ellis said.
The
current $46 million confrom Paul's campaign did not
When the new lock is comtract
is
for
the
upstream
third
of
reflect any conflicts in the camthe project. which will build a pleted. a typical tow would do
paign.
'
through in one pass. taking
Paul and Conway are vying to new lock next to the current
around 45 minutes.
one.
replace Republican Sen. Jim
"It will make it much safer
"It will allow the typical size
Bunning. who is retiring after
512 S. 4tib Straurt, Murray
tow to lock through." Ellis said. and much faster as well." said
two
tenns.
www.saelleylerrAdscapas.coar
44.11)h
Now. the usual 15-barge tow Ellis who describes the current
i
Appearing on Fox News
Channel. Paul said he couldn't must be broken and the first method of locking through as
barges nudged into the 600- the most dangerous part of the
have won the GOP nomination
foot-long
lock. A crew stays on trip for the crew.
in Kentucky without support
Once the contractor completes
from the tea party, and claimed thc barges while they are raised
or lowered, depending upon the cun-ent project, the Corps
the
movement
criticizes
Republicans and Democrats whether the load is doing hopes funding is approved to
upstream or downstream, then a complete the new lock. It
With that said, I want to give a heartfelt thank you to everyone who equally.
will
do,ice in the lock allows those be I I() feet by 1.2(X)
feet.

IN ADA celebration...

II Conway...

SUMMER SALEI

0-25cYo Off

20°/0 Off

All Trees & Shrubs

Blasting...

753-5726

Appreciation the combination of mut(
quiet amazement and gratitude.

has extended comforting thoughts, sympathy, prayers, cards,
hugs,
visits, phone calls & flowers during the recent incident at my
home.
I would like to express my gratitude to the Murray Police
Departmentfor their quick and efficient work.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital provided superior care
to
me in the Emergency Room, and I ant thankfulfor the great
people
in the CCU and q.course the caring staff on the 5th floor. Withou
t
you, I might not be here.
It is a greatfreling to he part ofsuch a wonder- 14111r—
ful and caring community where everyone comes
together in a time of need.
THANK FM' FOR LITFUMING — Those
words just cannot convey the depth of my gratitude!
Sincerekv,
Chuck Wynn

Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
sahaday,34 24, 2010
2.00 pin-4:00 enz

2:00 pm-4.00 pm

610 Broad Street

1518 Canterbury Drive
spAcious How: ON A LARGE LOT
IN CANTER

GREAT INVESTMENT PROPERTY Newly
updated home in the city limits of Murray. New
carpeting and paint throughout. Roof had new
shingles put on in March 2010. Nice detached
garage and freshly landscaped. Priced at $65.(XX).
NILS i+55624

'711 Main St.

Nlu

BURY SUBDIVISION' Home features
over 2.000
square feet of living area with both a great
room and Its'
me room, 3 bedrtwoms and 3 full bathrooms
A formal dining room adjoins the kitthen ttrid breakfast
area. The Its ing room features a fireplace and a door to
the deck over
lisiking the large hack s aril Priced at Id 55.500
\II S

Watch for Future dpen Houses at: tv )) w.murraykyreales

tate.com

75371222
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Jobless benefits now,
hinge on House votet..

Mrs. Mary Deal
Mary Deal. 65. Murray. died Vvednesday. July 21.
2010. a
; 22 p In a the Murray -Calloway
County Hospital. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences
wa, be made at v.% wthejhchurchillf
uneralhome com.

W.B. Wofford
vb B. Wollord. 85. formerly
20 I(I, in Virginia.

of Murray. died Tuesday, July 20.

A Navy veteran of World Vvar II. he was a retired
school teacher and coach and a member of Good
Shepherd United Methochst Church.
..-"^
His wife, Virginia Wolford. preceded him in death.
Born December 30, 1924, in Dover. Tenn.. he was the
son of the late Judson Boyd and Rosa Nance
Wotford .
Survivors include one son. Judson Wofford. Lorton.
Va.
A memorial service will he Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home Rev. Eugene Burkeen
will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Wofford Cemetery.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfunera
lhome.

Mrs. Lisa Fryer
A graveside service for Mrs. Lisa Fryer will be Friday
at 1 p.m.
at the Benton Cemetery. Bro. Richard Adams
will officiate.
Visitation will be at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray.
from
5 to 9 p.m. today (Thursday ).
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchi
llfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Fryer. 41, Boggess Drive. Alm. died Monday,
July 19,
2010 at 10 p.m. at her home. She was employed for
10 years at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and was a 1987
graduate of
Mayfield High School.
Survivors include her husband, Jimmy Fryer. to whom she
was
married May 26. 1989 in Graves County: her father, Mack
Westbay,
Aurora: her mother, Sandra Shell. Mayfield; and one sister.
Stacey.
Tindall. Mayfield.

Paid Obituaries
Mrs. Livie Fennell
[he t uneral tor Mrs. Lis:le B. Fennell was today (Thursda
y )ai I I
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Rev. Nlarita Burkeen and Rev. Kendrick Lewis
officiated Music was by the Independence United
Methodist Church Choir. Pallbearers were Greg,
Craig, Keith and Ray Lynn Fennell and Kirk and
Mark Sudduth. Burial :vas in the Jeffrey C'emetery.
Online condolences may be made at ww wthejhchurchi I Ifu neralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Independence United Methodist Church, c/o
Fennell
Howard Coy. 204 Radio Rd., Almo. KY 42020:
Jeffrey Cemetery. c/o Marilyn McKinney, 1240 Howard
Rd.,
Farmington. KY 42040; or Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray. KY 42071.
Mrs. Fennell, 87, Murray. died Monday. July 19. 2010, at
her
home. She was a homemaker and a member of Independ
ence United
Me.hod st Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Homer Fennell;
her
parents. Willie and Nellie Childress Burkeen: one son.
Charles
Fennell; three sisters. Treva Burkeen. Geneva Wright and Mary
Spann: three brothers. Euel. Edison and Rudy Burkeen.
Survivors include one daughter, Linda L. Fennell. Murray:
two
sons, Frank Fennell and wife. Judy, Murray. and Kenneth
Fennell
and wife, Linda F., Dexter: two sisters, Ovena Eugley, Murray,
and
Virginia Coleman. Dexter: four sisters-in-law, Jean
Burkeen.
Murray. Linda Lou Fennell. Dexter, Betty Goad. Michigan
. and
Gladys Cox. Paris. Tenn.: eight grandchildren; 11 great-gra
ndchildren; several nieces and nephews.

Rev. Ercel Lee Carter

WASHINGTON ( AP) - A retroactive payments that
a
House vote Thursday is expect- typically delivered
duet(I
ed to send President Barack their bank accounts
or credit
Mama a long-sought measure to state-issued debit
cards.
to resume unemployment payIn states like Pennsylvan
ment,
. to millions of people and New York. the
back pa
whose benefits have lapsed.
meats should go out next wee
Mama is set to sign the bill officials said.
as soon as Congress can ship it
In others, hke Nevada ang
to him. The Senate broke North Carolina.
it may take
through months of stalemate in few weeks for all
of those eligtpassing the measure Wednesday hie to receive benefits.
•
hy a 59-39 vote. The House
Democrats have becontg
planned to vote around midday more aggressive
in attacking tit
today.
GOP for opposing the measure,
Some 2.5 million people who which has been stripped
dowt
been out of work for six months so that it's essential
ly limited it+
or more and have seen the.ir job- a $34 billion, six-mont
h renewZ
less benefits lapse would receive of unemployment
insurance filt
back payments within a few the chronically jobless.
•
weeks.
Republicans say they suppoa
Obama promised to sign the the benefits extension hut
insift
measure quickly once the House any benefits be financed
by cuts
acts and denounced the "weeks to programs elsewher
e in the
of parliamentary roadblocks by $3.7 tnllion federal
budget.
a partisan minority" that had
Maine
GOP
moderates
stalled approval in the Senate.
Olympia Snowe and Susah
"Americans who are working Collins
were
the
only
day and night to get back on Republicans to support
the bill
their feet and support their fam- Wednesday.
ilies in these tough economic
Sen. Ben Nelson of Nebraska
times deserve more than was the only Democra
t to break
obstruction anti partisan game- with his party to oppose
the bilk.
playing." Obama said in a stateDemocrats tout the economy ment Wednesday night.
boosting effect of unemployUnder best-case scenarios. ment checks since most
benefiunemployed people who have ciaries spend them inunediat
ely.
been denied jobless benefits and they say paying
for them
because of the partisan Senate with cuts to other
programs
standoff can expect retroactive dilutes the stimulative
effect.
payments as early as next week
"Extending unemployment
in some states.
insurance isn't just the right
At issue are jobless payments thing to do. It's also the
smart
averaging S309 a v.vek for thing to do for our economy
."
almost 5 million people whose said Sherrod Brown.
D-Ohio.
26 weeks of state benefits have
Economists say the measure
run out.
will probably have a modest
Those people are enrolled in beneficial effect on the
econoa federally financed program my.
providing up to 73 additional
It represents less than oneweeks of unemployment bene- quarter of 1 percent
of the size
fits.
of the $14.6 trillion economy.
About half of those eligible and is far smaller than last
year's
have had their benefits cut off $862 billion stimulus
legislasince funding expired June 2. tion.
They are eligible for lump-sum

Reverend Ercel Lee Carter, age 95 of Murray. Kentucky,
died
Thursday. July 15 at 8:30 p.m. in Murray.,
Kentucky
. He was born in a log cabin in Webster
Ms. Lynda Gail Goodson
County, Missouri near Springfield on May 2, 1915
The funeral for Ms. Lynda Gail Donelson will be Saturday
at I I
to Aubrey James Carter and Effie (Butcher) Cuter.
adn. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev.
Robert
He taught there in a one room school with eight
McKinney' will officiate. Bunal will follow in the Faucet
Cemetery.
grades in the same room. with a wood stove and no
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5-8 p.m. Fnday.
Online
electricity. while farming a 360 acre farm with
condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfunera
lhome.com.
mules. At age 23 he answered the call to preach and
Ms. Donelson. 59, Murray, died Tuesday. July 20, 2010.
at 7:38
served as pastor to several churches. Ercel pastured
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was
a member
his home church at Elkland. Missouri for 6 years in
of Russell Chapel United Methothst Church and attended
Murray
the late 40's - early 50's, building a new brick
State University. She was born January 4, 1951 in
Calloway
Carter
church to replace the old wooden structure.
County. Her father, Louis Donelson. preceded her in death.
In 1954 he moved to Wilmore. Kentucky. to
Survivors include her mother. Odell Donelson. Murray; one
sis- attend Asbury College in order to pursue his college work
to better
ter. Evelyn Johnston and husband, Wayne. Kirksey: one
brother. prepare him for the ministry as a pastor and evangelist.
After colRoy Donelson and wife. Barbara. Murray; three nieces. Salena
Bucy lege, he served pastorates in Altamont and Palestine, Illinois.
and husband. Donnye. Katlyn Cook and Haylee Bucy, all
of Murray:
He then moved to Abilene. Texas to become the pastor
of the
five nephews. William Johnston, St. Louis, Mo., and
Darren mother church for the Evangelical Methodist Church. He
was assisJohnston and wife. Tammy. Jim Donelson, Wesley Cook and
Hunter tant to Dr. J. H. Flamblen. Founder of Evangelical
Methodist
Bucy. all of Murray.
Churches. Ercel and Irene moved to Murray, KY in 1962 in
order to
be near his son who was attending Murray State University.
During
Frank Leo Romano
the 60's and 70's he was a full time evangelist traveling
to hold
A funeral mass for Frank Leo Romano will be Friday at 10 a.m. revivals in many different
churches. Bro. Carter loved to preach tent
at St. Henry's Catholic Church, Belleville,
with Fr. Blazine offi- revivals. During summer months he would set up his big tent
at
ciating. Burial will follow in the Mount Carmel many Southern Illinois small towns.
Cemetery, Belleville. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of
Bro. Carter was the director of Faith is the Victory Broadcast,
a
Murray was in charge of local arrangements. Online radio ministry, foe 25 years. Many stations
carried the broadcasts to
condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
Texas. Missouri, Illinois. and station XEG in Mexico (English.)
He
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the was a devotional speaker at WCRA in Effingha
m, IL every Saturday
leX/1
hitnell 1ve.• Murray, K1 42071-1040
American Heart Association, Calloway County moming at 9:(X) a.m. for 25 consecut
ive years. Programs were
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-19'27
Division. 240 Vv'hittington Parkway', Louisville, KY 40202 or recorded in his home radio
studio and mailed weekly to the station.
Parkinson's Disease Foundation, 1359 Broadway. Suite 509. New
Mon. - Fri. 8:(XJ
In the early 60's Bro. Carter. Bro. Baker. and Dr. Fred Layman,
- 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
York. NY 10018.
formerly of Marshfield, along with fnends and supporters started
Mr. Romano. 84. Benton. died Monday. July 19. 2010, from and built the Marshfield, Missouri
Evangelical Methodist Church.
Alice Rouse, Publislwr
injuries sustained in a traffic accident on Ky. Hwy. 80 East in
aniuse4murrav
In 1970 vvith the help and support of his wife Irene and many
1;reg Travis. Editor
Calloway County. Born October 15. 1925. he was the son of the late interested friends and people.
eilitorCa,Thurrayledger.ci..
he organized the Community Church
Chris Cloodall,
ertistrig Mgr.
Frank and Augustina Annarino Romano. He had lived in Alton. East at Flora, IL, building the first
ailskymurrayledgersciren
church and later a larger building.
Ashlev MOMS. Classifieds Mgr.
St. Louis and Swansea. 111., before moving to Benton in his retireclioisified4Pmurravledger.corn
In 1978 Ercel and Irene and a group of interested people started
Circulation
ment. He served with the Army. in the 103rd Infantry and was the the Buck Grove Community
cin.ulattiintreniurraxledger.com
Church at Mattoon. IL serving as their
recipient of the Purple Heart. He was a member of VFW Post 805 first pastor and then pastor emeritus
Rita Boggess. Business Mgr.
rliogges,
41inurra
.
and the Knights of Columbus #592 and was a Kentucky Colonel.
Memorial contributions may be given to the Ercel and Irene
Survivors include his wife, Susan Romano. and one son, Michael Carter Scholarship Fund % Kentuck
y Mountain Bible College, P. O.
Romano. both of Benton: one brother, Leonard ROMal10. Fairview Box 10. Van Cleve. KY 41385-0
Sultsvnutii.fl Rates
010. www.kentuckymountainHeights. III.; one sister. Grace Hrbusicky. Collinsville. III.: grand- biblecollege.edu The Carter scholars
All subscnpnons
M
hip was established in 1995 for
MOM' deliverv
a week.
•
daughter. Elizabeth Romano Martin; great-granddaughter, Madison students entering the ministry.
Martin; 14 nieces and nephews and 15 great-nieces and greatErcel was a bi-vocational minister for many years, preaching on
Mailed in 1.411mka, Count,. kl
•
nephev..s.
1 Year Mil. Rs mail to rest ot K1.
Sunday and working during the week. He WaS a Master Electrician
3 mos 6 mos
Gra,es
Marshall Counties
S105
and Heat and Air Master. He started Carter Service Company in
$55
$30
All other mail sullerriptions $14.
1942 in Missouri, which is now being operated by his son and
•
grandson in Murray, Kentucky. Bro. Carter retired from preaching
Published Monda, through Niturda, e‘er, afternoon. except Sundae..
anti work at age 85.
Memorial Dal. i
Jul, 4. Labor Da,. Thank.giv nig Pa,. hnstrnas Da, and !Sew lean.
Dam Pt-main:11s '
Survivors include one son. Gerald Lee Carter (Mary Ann) of
postage paid 41 Mum°. K) /STM AS rER: Send address hanges
THF: MI. KRA)
Murray. Kentucky, grandson Phillip Lee Carter (Tina) of Murray.
nmEs. PD Bo, DWI, Munra,. K1 12071.1040
Kentucky. granddaughter Leigh Ann Scalf. M. D. and husband Rick.
Miss
R PAPER? Let us kno,..ls
MI we I an get
If,
Of give .
M.D. of Lexington. Kentucky. five great grandchildren, William
vou gre.lit. Cali 753-1916
MORENO VALLEY. Calif. ing to meet a fnend.
O'neal
Carter
anti
Hunter
Lee
Carter of Murray, Ky.. Caleb Lee Scalf
( AP) - Parents have been
When she didn't show up. her
la•dgera Times SPS 308-71101• Morra,
is a menther of the
warned to keep an eye on their younger sister and a friend went and Nathan Daniel Scalf (twins) and Jillian Marie Scalf of
A.salated Press. Armin
Pres. Association arol Southern Nr,..papers Publithen
Lexingto
n. Ky.. two step-sisters Joanna Mae Hartman and Billie
Association. The Associated Pres% IS exclu.i,e1, entitled to nr.s
children and take extra safety to look for her, found some of
1., ‘1111,0
Ledger TMWS.
precautions after a 17-year-old her personal items in a field 1 Johnston of Marshfield, Missouri. Preceding him in death was his
wife.
Irene
Madge
Boggs
Carter,
to
whom
he was married on July
Southern California girl was 1/2 blocks from the school, and
apparently abducted about a called authorities. said Riverside 29. 1933. He was the son of the late James Aubrey and Effie Buechel
Carter.
block from her school and County sheriff's Sgt. Joseph
Visitation will be held Saturday, July 24, 2010 at J. H. Churchil [
killed.
Borja.
Funeral Home in Murray. Kentucky from ,6:00 - 8:00 p.m. Funeral
An autopsy confirmed the
The field. a well-known
identity of Norma Lopez neighborhood shortcut, is off a services will be held Sunday. July 25 at 1 p.m. at J. H. Churchill:
Wednesday. six days after she street that dead-ends at the base Rev. Randy Lowe and Bro. Jim Harris will officiate. and burial will
Investments Since 1854
prices as of 9 arm:,
disappeared and a day after her of boulder-studded hills cut with be in the Nlurray City Cemetery. Pal:bearers will be Rick Scale',
decomposed txxly. shirtless and trails. Homes line one side. but Phillip Carter. Clint Barrow. Brian Daughaday, Chris Drew and
clad in jeans. was found face- in the blazing Wednesday heat. Mike Garland. Honorary Pallbearers will be Ercel's 5 great-grandDoss Jones Ind. Ai g...10174.94 + 54.41
HopFed Bank*
9.00 B 9.50
down in a grove of trees in the the expanse of dirt and dry stub- children: Caleb Lee Scalf. Nathan Daniel Scalf. Milan Marie Scuff.
Air Products
70.99 + 0.94
1 B NI
126 50 + 1.03
agricultural area on the eastern ble was deserted. Searchers had William O'neal Carter and Hunter Lee Carter. Online condolences
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4PP4e
Intel
edge of Moreno
Valley. fruitlessly covered the area for can be left at wv.w.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
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Investigators would not release several days.
Kroger
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The mix of suburban-style
Mattel
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htel.0.80
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Merck
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help in the investigation. Police Moreno Valley. a city of 186,000
Bristol SIxers Squibb
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Sticrosoft
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driver of a green SUV seen Angeles between March Air
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time.
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an American
Lopez vanished. About 2.000 unforgiving, rugged terrain
While automakers won't
Priier. Inc.
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people gathered around an ath- known as The Badlands. The automaker plans to sell a hybrid reveal what they spend to install
Regions Financial
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salsa."Whenever we were bored County - one jogging alone
The Lexus HS 250h. the
12.0" 1.11.34
15al•Slart
we'd just dance with each oiher. this year and the other walking the 2011 Lincoln NIKZ sedan MKZ's closest competitor. cost, Goodsear
:11.611+ 0.24
we'd get up and dance." he said. to school in 2009-led to a sex won't be cheap, but the decision about $2.500 more than thc
"I'm used to seeing her every offender who ultimately admit- by Ford to match the prices of Lexus IS. a s.,milar, small, gasday smiling. I'm just in shock ted to the killings and is now. the two styles could lead com- powered sedan. Ford charge,
petitors to follow suit with $8.840 more for the hybrid et
because I can't believe it."
impnsoned.
Financial Consultants 11.-13 I
sion of its Ford Escape SU V
Lopez disappeared July •15
"I believe this has been made tuture models
The hybrid NIKZ. debuting
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
The NIKZ can still make
after leaving a summer school personal because we all have
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
class at Valley View High children," Borja said. "It's prob- this fall and running on txith gas money even if Lincoln doesn't
270.753.3366 I 800.444 1854
School. where she would have ably our worst nightmare that and electric power, will be a bar- charge more for the hybrid. said
been a senior this year. our kids can just be taken from a gain after factoring in savings at Erich Merkle. president of the
the pump. It gets more than dou- consulting
Authorities said she was head- street and killed."
cilinpany
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Girl, 17,found slain; parents
warned to watch children
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Calloway Board of Health will
have annual meeting

COMMUNITY
Riz4 ginnouncerr2en/s

The Calloway County Board of IleaIth
will conduct its annual meeting on Thursday.
July 29, at noon at the Calloway County
Health Center, 602 !Memory Lit.. Murray.
The agenda topics include approsal of the
prior board minutes, board nominations,
financial presentation, approsal of tax rate,
building report. bid consideration, district
update. committee report and issues/concerns.
The meeting is open to the public. For
lo's
more information call Stephanie Hays,
Datebook finance administrator of Purchase District
By Jo Burkeen Health Department.
Community
Editor

Murray Li

Ann,
0-11tail: jo.burkeenOrnurrayledger.com
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Trice Cleaver Jones

Farmers Market at Fairgrounds

Mr. and Mrs. Chris Jones of Murray are the parents of a son, Trice
The Farmers Market of Murray-Calloway County is now open Cleaver Jones, born on Thursday, May 20, 2010, at 2:07 p.m. at the
on Tuesdays and Saturdays from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. or until sold out, Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
at the Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds, Ky. 121 North. It is
The baby weighed 7 pounds 6 ounces and measured 20 1/2 inchnow in full operation with many items available. Food demonstra- es. 7'he mother is the former Kennette Cleaver. A brother is Trent
tions and samples will be provided by Cathy Smith and Ashley Christopher Jones.
McKinney', Calloway County Extension Nutrition Education
Grandparents are Kenneth and Cindy Cleaver of Almo and Phillip
Program Assistants, at the market. Special music will be by Dale
Bickford and Company on Saturday, according to Justin Van Home, and Nancy Jones of Murray. A great-grandmother is Kathryn
Cleaver of Almo.
market manager.

Downtown Saturday Market open

The Downtown Saturday Market will be open Saturday from 7
a.m. to noon on Murray's Court Square. The market will continue
each Saturday through October 30. For more information call
Murray Main Street, 759-9474, or Martha AIIs, market coordinator
Mr. and Mrs. John McConnell
at 753-7222.
of Murray are the parents of a
son, Lyndon James McConnell,
Farmers Market at Aurora
bom on Sunday. May 30, 2010.
The Aurora Farmers Market and Flea Market continues every
The baby weighed 6 pounds
Friday and Saturday from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. on the property of the
Aurora Visitor Center, home of the Jonathan-Aurora Action 13 ounces and measured 19 1/2
Committee, located in Aurora at intersection of U.S.68 and 80 near inches. The mother is the former
Kenlake State Park. The vendor setup is $5 a day and admission is Heather Blalock. A sister is Cora
free. For more inforrnation call (270) 703-6060 or come by the vis- Lynn McConnell.
itor center, located next to St. Henry's Catttolic Church on U.S 68 in
Grandparents are Gary and
Aurora.
Gail Dick and Roger and Tammi
Blalock, all of Murray, and John
Hicks Cemetery Day Saturday
and Faye Brown of Nashville.
Hicks Cemetery Day will be Saturday from 8-11 a.m. Donations
Great-grandparents
are
for the upkeep of the cemetery will be received. Those unable to
Blanche Blalock, Charles
attend may send their donations to Gaery Farris. 498 Farris Rd.,
Murray. KY 42071 or Owen Garrison, 372 Scotts Fitts Rd., Murray,
KY 42071.

U-12 Soccer team plans tryouts
The MCCSA Revolution Rebels, a select girls U-12 soccer team,
will hold tryouts on Saturday at 10 a.m. at the Bee Creek Soccer
fields. This is for girls who were born on or after July 31, 1998 and
would like to play traveling soccer, but do not yet have a team. All
interested girls are invited to attend the tryouts on Saturday. Each
one should bring water, a ball, soccer cleats (if you have them), and
shin guards arid meet at the pavilion. For more information contact
Randy W'altrip at 978-2203.

Mr. anl

Lyndon James
McConnell

Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Alexander

Lyndon James McConnell
Outland and Elvin Crouse, all of
Murray.

Kirksey Adult Fall
Co-ed League planned

The Kirksey Ball Park is gearing up for the 2010- Adult Fall
Co-Ed League which is open to
anyone (businesses and churches welcomed) that is interested

in putting together a team. The
league will start about the first
of August and go for 6 to 8
weeks. For more information
call Diana at (270)527-2072.

Fibromyalgia workshop Saturday
Calloway County Chiropractic will conduct a free Fibromyalgia
Health Workshop Saturday at 9 a.m. at the Calloway County
Chiropractic, 1710 D Hwy., 121 North, Murray. Topics will include
Nutrition. Exercise. Stress Management and Chiropractic Care.
Space is limited. To register for the workshop call 753-6100.

Shrine Bingo planned Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo is scheduled to meet Friday at 6:30
p.m. at the club building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is
invited.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS(Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter //469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

They are the
ultimate
charm with
the old wax
stamp look
and.feel.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2034.

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost
a child or young adult through death. For more information call
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-498/024.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, in conjunction with volunteer physicians and staff. will hold its annual Free Sports Physicals
on Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon in the Endoscopy Department.
located in the west entrance of the hospital. The physicals are
offered free to all athletes at Murray High and Middle Schools and
Calloway High and Middle Schools. For more information contact
Melissa Ross, Health Promotions coordinator. at 762-1832.

American Legion will meet
American Legion Post 73 of Murray will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Veterans' Hall, 310
Bee Creek Dr.. Murray. The agenda will fcx:us on planning for the
Murray State University football game assignments. new programs
to serve local veterans and rescheduling a trip to visit LST-325 at
Evansville. Ind. For Information call Commander Amos McCarty at
293-1320 or 761-5709.

County were named to the
Dean's List at the University of
Kentucky for the sprine 2010
semester. This is to recognize
the outstanding academic performance of its students.
To ntake the list in one of the
UK colleges, a student must
earn a gradepoint average of 3.6
or higher and must have earned
12 credits or more in that semester, excluding credits earned in
pass-fail classes. Some UK colleges require a 3.5 GPA to make
the list.
Students from Calloway
County named were the following:
Rachel Erin Adams, sophomore. studying pre-accounting
in the Gatton College of
Business & Economics; Colin

Economics: Mallory Jordan
Cunningham. senior. studying
communications in the College
of
Communications
Information Studies: Tatum
Elizabeth Dale, sophomore.
studying community communications and leadership development in the College of
Agriculture;
Donald Seth Fortenbery.
freshman in undergraduate studies; Leanne Chrisman Hewlett,
first year in College of
Pharmacy: Sarah Michelle
Hines, senior. studying international studies in College of Ans
& Sciences. Nolan Miller
Jackson, freshman, studying
political science, and Darlene
Elizabeth Kipphut. senior.
studying political science in

ing in College of Engineering;
Brennan Lloyd Parker, junior. studying political science in
College of Arts & Sciences;
Laken Elizabeth Peal, sophomore, studying secondary education and English education in
College of Education: Taylor
Michael Pierce,junior, studying
civil engineering in College of
Engineering: Danielle Nicole
Pritchett, junior, studying secondary education and English
education in College of
Education: Anne Vinson, senior.
studying secondary education
and English education in
College of Education; and Brent
White. studying mechanical
engineering in the College of
Engineering.

1?ecmg To'Blossom

Laker Backboard Club will host event

Free sports physicals scheduled

C1296

Signature )Students from Calloway County
Waxing
named to UK Dean's List
Poetic
Walker Capps. sophomore, College of Arts & Sciences;
Special to the Ledger
LEXINGTON, Ky.
studying management in the Laura Kathryn Mitchell. senior.
jewelry
Sixteen students from Calloway Gatton College of Business & studying mechanical engineer-

Narcotics group will meet

Calloway County Backboard Club will hold their annual
Summer Fundraiser Golf Tournament for the Laker Basketball program on Friday, July 30, at the Miller Golf Course. Registration will
begin at 11:30 a.m. with a shotgun start at 1 p.m. A catered dinner
will follow the tournament under the course pavilion. The cost of the
4 man scramble is $50 per player or $200 per team. Anyone interested in supporting the Laker Basketball programs by playing or
becoming a $100 hole sponsor contact Don Fraher at
difraher@pella.com to register or Richard Smotherman at rsmotherman@ wk.net.

Raegan Monon of Muffay, daughter of Danny and Hazel Morton
of Hazel, and Matthew Alexander of Kevil, son of David and
Vanessa Alexander of Kevil. were married Saturday. June 5. 2010,
at the Carson Chapel of the First Baptist Church, Paducah.
Rev. Philip Bazzell officiated. Jennifer Kemp was vocalist. A
poem was read by Carrie Monon of Evansville, Ind.
Ashley Mendor of Kansas City. Mo., was the maid of honor and
Alison Scalfani of Clarksville, Tenn., was a bridesmaid.
Kerry Mansfield of West Paducah was best man. Groomsman was
Josh Morton of Evansville, Ind., and junior groomsman was Brady
Benton of Kevil.
Flower girls were Ella Morton of Evansville, Ind., and Briley
Benton of Kevil.
Halee Bergman of Kirksey presided at the guest register.
Melissa Bogard of Murray directed the wedding.
A dinner reception followed at Haffah's Hotel, Metropolis, III.
The bride is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High School: a
2006 graduate of Murray State University: and a 2010 graduate of
the McWhorter School of Pharmacy, Birrningham;•Ma. -She is
employed by Wal-Mart at Hopkinsville.
The grctom is a 2001 graduate of Heath High School and a 2005
graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's degree in
business management. He is employed by Wal-Mart at
Madisonville.
The couple is now residing in Hopkinsville.
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2397 State Route 94E • Murray, KY •753-4050
www.beanstoblossoms.com
E-mail: info@beanstoblossoms.com
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We Are family Operated and 90% Of Our Plants Are locally Grown.
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Naturally Grown Veggies Ready Now!!!
303 N 1 gth Street
Murray, la te071
Phone: 759-g100
Mon-Fri: loam-5pin
Sat oani-epin
intagerose.com

Heirloom Tomatoes • Purple Hull Peas
Squash • Peppers • Green Beans
Sugar Buns Sweet Com • Cucumbers

Open Monday-Saturday 9-5
Join Us On Facebook By Searching Beans To Blossoms
Directions: From Murray take 94 East,
1-1/2 miles on right.
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Mr. and Mrs. Nile Errol Sanert in 1%0

Mr. and Mrs. Nile Errol Sanert in 2010

Nit-.and Mrs. William Tobin Steele

Mr. and Mrs. Nile Errol Sanert of Murray will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary with a reception. hosted by their children.
on Saturday. July 31, 2010, at the Robert O. Miller Conference
Center, 201 South 4th St., Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited. The couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. Sanert and the forrner Sylvia Taylor were married July 31,
1960, at Sinking Spring Baptist Church in Calloway County with
Bro. Norman Culpepper officiating. Their attendants were Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Dan Cooper.
Mrs. Simert is the daughter of the late Floyd and Neva Taylor of

Lynn Grove. She is employed by Community Greeting service.
Mr. Sanen is the son of the late Nile E. and &leen Sanert of
Greenview, Ill. He is retired from the Continental General Tire
company of Mayfield and is currently employed by the Aurora
Visitor's Center.
They are the parents of three daughters. Kimberly Baker and husband, James, Charlestown, Ind.. Kelly Rowland and husband. Chris.
Mayfield and Kalista Pirkle and husband. Larry. Birmingham, Ala.
Their six grandchildren are Joshua and Matthew Oakley, Rachel
Stumbler, Kelsey and Victoria Rowland and Theodore Pirkle. One
great-granddaughter is Adeline Grace Oakley.

Lisa Rexroat and William Tobin (Toby 1 Steele were married
Monday. February 22, 2010, in a sunset beach ceremoy at Sandals
Resort, Negri!, Jamaica, with Rev. Joseph Campbell officiating.
Attending the couple were Joe and Sandra Holzgen of Grand
Rapids. Mich.
The bride is the daughter of Carla Rexroat of Murray and the late
Joe Rexroat.
The groom is the son of the late William H.(Buddy) Steele and
Nancy Steele of LaGrange.
Mr. and Mrs. Steele have recently relocated from Naples, Fla., to
Cincinnati. Ohio.
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Hood and Holliday

Johnson and Hendon

Sue and Lynal Hood of Murray announce the engagement of their
daughter, Ashley Hood, to Josh Holliday, son of Debbie Carlyle of
Clayton, N.C., and Paul Holliday of Scottsdale, Ariz.
Miss Hood is the granddaughter of Patsy Karasek and the late
John Karasek of Murray and Paris, Tenn., and the late Francis and
Al Dunning of Calvert City.
Mr. Holliday is the grandson of Selmdene and Bobby Tart of
Clayton, N.C., and Geraldine Holliday and the late Paul Holliday of
Rainelle, West Va.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a 2(X)1 graduate of Lakeville High School and
is employed hy the United States Navy.
The wedding will be Saturday. July 31. 2010. at 5:30 p.m. at the
home of the bride-elect's parents in Murray. All relatives and friends
are invited.

Joseph E. Johnson and Rhonda G. Johnson of Bovding Green
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their(laughter, Hannah J. Johnson, to Billy Joe Hendon, son of Billy and
Barbara Hendon of Murray.
Miss Johnson is the granddaughter of Polly Garland and the late
Eurie Garland of Murray and James and Francis Johnson of
Manchester, Tenn.
Mr. Hendon is the grandson of Don al Hendon and the late Bill Ed
Hendon and Don Alexander and the late Elline Alexander. all of
Munay.
The bride-elect is a 2009 graduate and the groom-elect is a 2(X)N
graduate, both of Calloway County High School. They are both
members of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
The wedding will be Saturday. July 31. 2011). at ():10 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
A reception will follow the wedr
o ")
d ‘
4
1:1
*
ding.
All relatives and friends are
invited.
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Keis in and Teresa Schroader annoutke the appioaching uedding
of their daughter. Kelsey Lynn Schroader, to Tim Davenport. son of
Jan Hedrick and the late Nlichael Das enport.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. July 24. 2010
at 3 p.m. at Bethel Methodist Church, Bethel Road, Murray.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend. Dress will be /
II** - -ftr.
casual. No invitations have been
Dear Taxpayers:
sent.

‘t1

HABITAT BOARD: Serving as officers of the Mayfield-Graves
County Habitat for Humanity are from left, front row. Dave
Puckett. president, Teresa Cantrell, vice president, back row.
Davld Wright treasurer, and Brad Rodgers. secretary'.
Connie Hanner. executive director. said -The ultimate goal of
Habitat for Humanity is to eliminate poverty housing and
homelessness from the face of the earth by buildind adequate
and basic housing. Furtherrnore, all of our works and actions
are tor the ultimate purpose of putting shelter on the hearts
and minds of people to such a powerful way that poverty
housing and homelessness becomes socially. politicaily and
religiously unacceptable in our nations and world.'

To place an
ad call
753-1916 '1°
LimER N TIMES
..
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would like to say

TIIAIVK YOU

to the following businessesfor your donations to our silent auction
hehl during our annualfish fly Your generous contributions are greatly
iippreciated and will benefit our team throughout the upcoming season.
*--T:17...1 *.e
•
N
Thanks to all who boughtfish fry tickets and donated to our efforts.
•
a. 1
••
Attitudes Hair Design
Bnggs & Stratton
\ISL. Bookstore

USA TODAY reports that 2.3(4 of the Tea Party
Movement is minorities: African American.
Hispanic, and Asian. This is definitely a rainbow
coalition of America!
The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway (Tea
Party) invites you to come and hear Dr. Winfield
Rose, Prof. of MSU,speak on "The Declaration of
Independence," Tues., July 27th, at 11:30 a.m. at
Pagliai's I in the back room), according to Dan
Walker, Program Chm.

.1

funthlev.eed Restaurant
& Shere's Beaut!, Salon
Dan's
• 40/ 's image Rose Emponum
Elements Home & Gifts
• Eni‘ersit Book & Bean
Hie Butcher Block
tiatti's Pizza
\1St. Food
ices
•'
\lick Cronin
•
•
•a #
/WO/
411 _,

Dumplins
Nlerle Norman Cosmetic Studio
Sirloin Stockade Family Steakhouse
Sherwin Williams
The Crew Hair & Nail Salon
Bradley Caldwell & Jeff Stewart
Murray Country Club
Oaks Country' Club
Sullivan's Par 3 Goff
Rite Aid Phannacies

Petworks in San Diego
Peach Blossom
Flowers by Whitney
Subway Sandwiches
Shogun
LaCocina
Taylor Dental
Mary Kay & Fonda Duncan
Ftoggyland Sports
Jeff Fuller

h

•
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Racers roil
out upcoming
schedule
SLATE HIGHLIGHTED WITH GAME
AGAINST MISSISSIPPI;
76 CLASSIC IN ANAHEIM
By MICHAEL DAM
Sports Editor
The 2009-21)1C Murray Stak:
men's basketball season may go
down as one of the best ever.
DATE
But one thing remains certain
Nu, 9
after listening to head coach
Nov 15
ST
Billy Kennedy.
'The Racer head coach who is 1.1°v 2
26
2°15
7
about to embark on his fifth sea• 28
son on the sidelines does not
AP/'
believe in defending titles.
•
%
'
%kr
4.
"We can't worry about that."
Kennedy said Wednesday. "You
can't defend what's already
yours."
VIU_E
With a regular season conference crown in tow and an automatic berth in the NCAA
Tournament. Murray State will
INOIS
I ST
embrace the upcoming schedule
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Ile
Calloway County Middle football coach Josh Smith takes time to offers
instruction to players (from left) Tristan starting on Nov.9 against FreedHardeman in an exhibition game
Holland, Tyler Paschall, Luke Emerine and Jordan Garner during the
team's first practice of the season last week.
us
at the Regional Special Events
a
Smith is a 10-year veteran of the CCMS program.
1111
Center.
0
T
TECH
SS
The real season begins on
2
SON LE ST
Nov. 15 at home against East
Mrsso
19
BRACK :USTER
Tennessee State before the
4
EHE
ST
Racers head south to Oxford,
EASTER
Miss., to play at Ole Miss.
VC Touma
t 1st Rd
•VC Tourna
2nd Rd
'The Racers have one of the
OVC MUM
1 Semis
best home-court advantages in
OVC C
all of college basketball and will
start the 2010-11 season with a
I9-game winning streak at
home, the third-best in the gious 76 Classic in
Anaheim.
nation. MSU starts its 13th sea- Calif., from Nov.
25-28 agajpst
son of hoops in the RSEC with some of the best
- in college basan all-time winning percentage ketball.
of .853(146-25).
The 76 Classic field is a
The Rebels are coming off a who's who of college
ba.sketball
24-win season that saw them featuring three
teams that comadvance to the semifinals of the Peted in the NCAA
Tournament
National
Invitational last spring, including the Racers,
Tournament. MSU and Ole Miss Oklahoma State
and UNLV.
will be meeting for the fifth time Tulsa and Virginia
Tech made
and the first since a Murray runs in the NIT
anti the field is
State win at Racer Arena in rounded out
with Cal State
1993.
Northridge,
DePaul
and
The Mississippi game is just Stanford.
one of the highlighted games on
"The opportunity to play in
the Racers schedule. The true the 76 Classic:
By TOMMY DILLARD
"He was a heck of a ballplay
is big for the
test
for
the
Racers will come a Murray
Sports Wnter
el-. but when he wa.s in middle
State
program,"
week later during Thanksgiving Kennedy said.
°liege
and school, he just hadn't hit that
"This event helps
break.
professional growth spurt yet." Smith says.
keep MSU basketball at a
Murray State has accepted an national level and
coaches genSmith lifts up Williams as an
affords us the
invitation
to
play
in
the
prestierally have example of the great conundrum
11
See
RACERS,
7A
one objective facing middle school coaches.
that is Field Because middle-schoolers are at
above all oth- such different stages of developers — win- ment,coaches don't always know
SEC Filt)i II \I I \II I)! \ \NS
ning. Their when they have a future star on
jobs often depend on it.
their hands.
In high school. the line blurs a
"A kid like that, you can't
bit. but in most cases. being the push him to the side." he says.
best is still the pnmary reason for "Because in a year or two, he
playing the g.ame.
might be your stud, and you've
In middle school. however, got to make sure he's ready.
coaches have to walk a line There's a big difference someamong a handful of goals, all of times in size and athletic ability
which seem to hold roughly the of kids within the same class. A
agent-related incidents that have
sarne level of importance.
resulted in NCAA investigations
kid who doesn't really excel in
Winning still matters, but middle school may hit that
at
several • Southeastern
many times those who take a growth spurt where he shoots up
Conference schools.
wider view of things are more and becomes a heck of a ballplay"I don't think it's anything
concerned with the development
but greed that's creating it right
of skills and keeping kids having
For Smith, a 10-year veteran
now on behalf of the agents."
fun.
of middle school coaching. sports
Saban said in a rani at the SEC
By KINN ZENOR
Nothing is usually black and at this level are also about learnmedia days. "The agents that do
AP Sports Writer
white at the middle schexil level. ing to compete.
110(
Ala.(AP)— Nick this -- and 1 hate to say this, but
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger Times
If high school coaches have a difHis seventh-graders are com- Murray Middle football coach David McDowell
assists Saban didn't pull punches how are they any better than a
ficult time walking the tightrope ing directly from little league, eighth-gra
der Luke Roth during a weightlifting session Wednesday when discussing the pimp'?
between giving their teams the where everyone plays and the prt"I have no respect for people
last week. McDowell has served under three different improper contact with athletes
best chance to win games and mary objective is having fun.
high school head coaches as chief of the seventh and hy unscrupulous agents, com- who do that to young people.
providing an enjoyable experiSome of his eighth-graders
paring their behavior to that of a None. How would you feel if
ence for all involved. their middle will make the jump directly to eighth grade teams
they did it to your child'?"
"pimp."
school counterparts always have varsity football and Friday night
Agents. not national titles.
which gives the retired Curtis high school standouts and beginThe Alabama coach was
it %wise.
lights next season.
Center director an interesting per- ning to groom them at the middle upset about the rash of recent
— 111k parents really want to
II See SEC, 7A
In many cases, middle school spective on the issue.
school level, Baurer says it's easWill. the kids want to win. and I
is the first time kids must comWhile some coaches place ier to do in some sports than othwant to win. says Murray pete for playing time, or face the
Middle football coach David disappointrnent of being benched. equal emphasis on winning and ers.
developtnent in middle school,
Like Smith has seen firsthand
McI3ov,ell. "But we still have to
This competitiveness must Baurer says he doesn't put much
on his football team. Baurer has
develop those skills, because so also be balanced with fun, Smith
stock in wins and losses.
watched plenty of boys who
man) oi our players. we don't says, or high school coaches may
"In middle school, you don't struggled to keep up on the basknow where they're going to be find their numbers depleted
phy sically and mentally by the before a class reaches ninth want to get beat every time out. ketball court go through gamebut at the sarne time, that win-loss altenng growth spurts.
time they get to high school."
grade.
record is irrelevant." he says.
In soccer, however, size is less
"As kids get older, they stiut "Middle school is about dnlls and important.
Those players who are
hest
To the
of Josh Smith's finding other things to do," he developing
skills. High school is skilled in middle school are more
recollection. Jordan Williams says. "Keeping them involved, in about
the tactical pan of it and likely to retain that skill through
may. have started one game for my opinion, is one of our major winning
games."
physical changes.
his Calloway County Middle objecuves. In my heart, I want
In Baurer's soccer program.
"That growth spurt may not
football team ot er a two-year these kids to stay involved, for
the best players at the middle mean as much in soccer," he says.
period.
them and for the football pro- school level are usually
playing "In basketball, sometimes kids
Sinai,. the head coach of the gram."
up to the junior varsity level. grow too early. They get to be a
set enth and eighth grade Lakers.
where they do receive tactical pretty. good size in eighth grade.
then watched Williams go on to
In ackJition to serving as varsi- instruction. giving them the best but by the
BUTCH DILL /AP
time they're sophobe three-year starter at corner- ty boys soccer coach at Murray'. of both worlds.
mores in high sc'tool. everyonc Alabama coach Nick Saban talks to the media during the
back fOr the high school v-arsity Jim Baurer also coaches middle
As far as identifying future else has caught up arid they 'lc Southeastern Conference Media Days Wednesda
y in
team.
school soccer and basketball.
wondenng what happened."
Hoover. Ala.

MSU MEN'S
BASK
2010-1

To win pr
not to win

•

WI I H DEVELOPMENT THE PRIMARY GOAL, MIDDLE SCHOOL COACHES
STRUGGLE TO BALANCE WINNING, EQUAL CHANCES

This is the last in a three-part series
that examines the impact middle school
sports have at the high school level.
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Akron transfer to play for Racers
Staff Report
Murray state
goll t:oacil Velvet
Milkman announced the addition of Alli Weaver
who v. ill transfer to the Racers' program from the
University of Akron .
Weaver. froni Lititz . Pa., played III four events
!or Akron in the fall of 2009 with sconng average of 82.1 in 12 rounds. Her best finish was a
25th place showing at the Duramed Ntac Previev.,
Oct. 13 when she carded scores of 87-74-77.238.
Weaver will be eligible to play for the Racers
this fall and v. ill he a sophomore.
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Kentucky's Joker Phillips
talks to the media during
the
Southeastern
Conference Media Days
Wednesday in Hoover. Ala.

Phillips
thinks plan
on track
HOOVER. Ala. tAP) -Joker Phillips sees plenty of reason to believe his so-called
"Operation Win- plan is on
track.
The first-year Kentucky.
coach says the Wildcats have
received 14 verbal commitments
from recruits, a dozen more than
last year at the same time.
Phillips even sees the threeman quarterback competition as
a positive. He said there's not
enough separation among senior
Mike Hartline, sophomore
Morgan Newton and redshin
freshman Ryan Mossakowski to
pick a shine' going into fall
camp.
Both Hartline and Newton
have started games. and Newton
threw three touchdown passes in
an upset of Georgia last season.
Phillips predicted that wildcat quarterback/receiver/return
man Randall Cobb will be "the
sorest player in the league"
because of his many roles.

She earned a fourth-place I wish July I 3 at the
Ladies Lanco Championship v.ith scores of '88 I.159.
As a prep student-athlete, Weaver made history
when she became the first female district champion at Warwick High School in 2008-09 v.hile
competing on the hoys team all lour years_ She
qualified for the state tournament three times and
had 10 high school tournament Wins.
Weaver is the granddaughter of former Nlaioi
League pitcher Jim V)'eaver. who played for the
California Angels in the late 1960s.

•SEC
From Page 6A
the primary wit: on Day I
at the Wynfrey Hotel. Three
SEC teams- Florida, Alabama
and South Carolina-are investigating allegations involving
improper contact with an agent.
Saban and SEC commissioner
Mike Slive both emphatically
said it was time for LI change to
NCAA rulcs governing agents.
Saban
confirmed
that
Alabama is looking into a trip
defensive end Marcell Darcus
took to an agent's party at
Miami's South Beach. South
Carolina is looking into claims
from the same South Beach
party with tight end Weslye
Saunders.
Florida and the NCAA are
reponedly investigating whether
offensive lineman Maurkice
Pounce). -- now an NFL rookie
with the received SI(X)(XX)from
a sports agent's representative
between the SEC championship
game and the Sugar Bow!.
Pouncey denied the allegation.
"I did not accept S I(X),(X)0. it
is an absolutely. ridiculous
claim." he said in a statement
through his attorney. "I have
completely cooperated with the
investigation and answered any
and all questions put to me."
Saban said he wants the NFL
Players Association is) get
involved and suspend agents
vvhose dealings help cost players
u, as

eligibility., sending a message
through their bank accounts.
"That's the only way. we're
going to stop this happening.
because it's ridiculous and it's
entrapment for young people at
a very difficult time in their
life," the former Miami
Dolphins coach said. "It's very
difficult for the NCAA to control it. and it's very unfair to college football.
"I think we should look into
doing something about that.Florida coach Urban Meyer
said it's impossible for a coach
to keep agents or their "runnersoff campus and said they need to
be "severely punished" by either
state laws or the NFL for wrongdoing.
"It's epidemic right now." he
said. "It's always been there, but
I think we've reached a point
where the magnitude of college
football is really overwhelming.
W'e've really got to keep an eye
on that."
Slive said he wanted the
NCAA to change its philosophy
for dealing with agents from one
based on rules enforcement to a
policy that is more oriented
toward educating student-athletes.
Fie said the current NCAA
rules "may be as much part of
the problem as they are the solution.In
statement
released
Wednesday afternoon, Rachel
Newman-Baker, the NCAA's

director of agent. gambling and
amateurism, said the governing
txxly is reviewing its policies.
but pointed out that schools can
"change or amend the agent
rules through the normal legislatiVe process.The statement said. "NCAA
rules allow conversations and
information gathering between
agents and student-athletes. hut
agreements anti receiving extra
benefits are not ptnnitted. The
NCAA Division i Amateunsm
Cabinet. a group of individuals
from across membership with
representation by 21 conferences. is currently reviewing
how the NCAA can continue to
help student-athletes gather
information about pursuing a
career in professional athletics.Improper contact with agents
is hardly just an SEC issue. and
it appears the rest of college
football is paying attention.
At Miami. players said
Wednesday they're reminded
"constantly."about the iules prohibiting contact with agents.
And the investigations that have
come out in recent days led to a
reiteration of those rules,
Hurricanes wide receiver LaRon
Byrd said.
"It's kind of crazy,- Byrd
said. "You look at things like
that. and I feel like those guys
are being selfish, not looking out
for the team. That's something
we always instill. It's all about
teamwork here."

•Racers
From Page 6A
opportunity. to compete against
some of the best teams in the
country on national television."
This is where Kennedy looks
at his schedule and scratches his
head.
Murray State will touchdov.n
from Anaheim and travel east
where they will play at Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead State
before finishing out the trip at
Chattanooga.
"The tough part about that is
we come back and start conference play on the road. We play
six straight games on the road.
including the three in the tournament,- he said. "The negative
side of that is we'll have played
six straight games av.'ay from
the RSEC and all those teams
had winning records or good
teams coming back.December finds the Racers
opening the OVC regular season
and going for back-to-back titles
when they make the trip to
Eastern Kentucky (Dec. 2) and
Morehead State (Dec. 4), before
playing a non-OVC game at
Chattanooga (Dec. I I I. The
Racers defeated the Mocs at
home last season and will meet
theni for the eighth time.
MSU returns home for a pair
of games starting Dec. 15
against Bethel and Dec. 18
against rival Western Kentucky
The Racers-Hilltoppers riv airy
is one of the best in the game.
dating hack to 1932 and spanning 147 games. but this season
could be the last tor the Iwo
teams as the contract has run
out.
The Racers' final game
before C'hristintis is Dec. 21 at
()V(' foe UT hi1artin. before
hosting future OVC opponent
SIU Edwardsville in the final
game of 2010 on Dec. 30.
The new year finds the
Racers returning to league play
with a pair of home games Jan.6
against Tennessee State and Jan.
8 at Austin Peay.
MSU's remaining games in
January include road games at
ac kson v 1 le
and
State
Tennessee Tech (Jan. 13 and
15). home games against
Eastern Illinois and Southeast
Missoun tJan. 20 and 221.a 10,1,1
game with SIUE (Jan. 26) and .1
home contest with UTM (Jan.
29).
February's schedule starts
with games at TSU and APSU
(Feh. 3 anti 5). before home
games with
and JSU (Feb.
10 and 12).
The Racers play at SEMO on

AN

Haverstock Insurance Agency

GOLFER IS GRANDDAUGHTER OF MI6's JIM WEAVER

ledger.com
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.. Murray. KY 7534415 .
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League
At A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New rurk
-,9 is 634
Tampa Ba,
17 606 2 1
Boston
42 558
7
Toronto
-18 47 505
12
Baltimore
i0 6-4 3,g29 1 2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Chicago
52 42 553
-Detroit
19 44 527 2 1 2
Minnesota
50 45 526 2 1 2
Kansas City
41
53 436
11
Cleveland
40 5542112 1 2

West Division
W L Pot GB
Texas
Los Angeles
Oakiand
Seattle

55
51
48
37

40 579
46 526
47 505
58 389

5
7
18

Wednesday's Games
Tampa B,a, 5 Baltimore 4
N Y Yankees 10 L A Angels 6
Minnesota 6 Cleveland n
Kansas Coty 5 Toronto '2
Oakland 6 Boston 4
Detroit 4 Texas 1
Seattle 2 Chicago White Sox 1 11
innings

Thursday's Games
Toronto 0.1 Rometo 7-6) at Detroit
Veriander 11-5) 12 05 p
Kansas City (Chen 5-3, at N Y Yankees
ISabathia 12-31 6 05 ID m
Minnesota !Pavan(' 11 6i at Baltimore
iMillwood 2-St 6 05 o
L A Angels tJer Weaver 9 5, at Texas
ICI Lee 8-4i 7 05 p rt'
Boston Lackey 9-5 at Seattle
(Ro‘yland-Smith 1-9, 9 10 o

National League
At A Glance
Aii Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
55 39
New
49 46 516 n, 1 2
Philadev •.,
48 46 511
7
Florida
46 48 489
9
Washington
41 54 43214 1'2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Si Louis
54 41 568
-Cinconnatt
53 43 552 t'2
Chicago
43 5344811 1,2
Milwaukee
43 53 44811 1 2
Houston
39 56 411
15
Pittsburgh
34 60 36219 1.2
West DiViSi011
W
L Pd1
GB
San Diego
55 38 591
San Francisco
52 43 547
4
Colorado
51 43 543 4 1 2
Los Angeles
50 45.526
6
Arizona
37 58 389
19

Wednesday's Games

Houston 4. Chicago Cubs 3 12 innings
Pittsburgh 15. Milwaukee 3
Florida 5. Colorado 2
San Diego 6 Atlanta 4. 12 innings
Washington 8 Cincinnati 5
St LOuiS 5 Philadelphia
Arizona 4. N Y Mets 3 14 innings
L A Dodgers 2 San Francisco 0
Thursday's Games
Colorado (De La Rosa 3-2, at Fkinda
iJo Johnson 10-3). 11 10 a m
Washington it. Hernandez 6-6) at
Cincinnati (Volquaz 1-0). 11:35 a m
San Diego I RChard 7-4) at Atlanta
a Hudson 9-5). 12:05 p m
Philadelphla (Hamels 7-7) al St Louis
!Wainwright 14-5) 1 15 p
Milwaukee (Gallardo 8-41 at Prnsburgh
(Orilendort 1.7). 6:05 p
San Francisco (M Cain 7-8) at Anzona
iR Lopez 5-8). 8-40 p m
N Y Mets (Takahashi 7-41 at L A
Dodgers 1Kuroda 7-81. 9 10 p m

Sports
MI Any Murray Middle school girl in grades 5-8 who did not attend
softball tryouts may attend a make-up tryout on Tuesday. July 27 at the
MHS field at 6 p.m. Participants should bring all necessary softball
equipment and water. This will be the final tryout for the 2010 softball
team.
II The 4th Annual 'Tiger Classic Goif Toumament will be held Fnday
at Murray Country Club. Proceeds will benefit the MHS boys and girls
golf teams. The format is a three-person scramble end will begin with a
shotgun start at 1 p.m. Lunch will be served at noon. Prizes will be
awarded. For more information. uontact Murray Country Club at 7539430. Chris Graham at 970-0361 or Justin Scott at 752-2868
III Murray High Lady Tiger softball is hosting a "Dad and Daughter
Pitching Clinic for Beginners" on Saturday at Lady Tiger Field from 8
a.m. to noon. The clinic is open to girls ages 8 to 12. To register or fcr
more information, call 978-0020, 978-0089 or e-mail
jtcarpenter65@hotmail.com.

Feb. 16. before hosting the have eight guys back with a lot semifinals.
ESPNU BracketBusters game of experience. We're not a
One of the story lines to keep
against an opponent to be young team facing a tough chal- an eye on during the season is
announced later.
lenge. We•re a mature team and the Racers' quest for another
The regular season ends with our guys have been battle-tested winning season. MSU's streak
is
games
at
home
against before.23 after the 2009-10 season, tied
Morehead State and EKU (Feb.
The Racers. the reigning for fourth with Connecticut.
24 and 26).
OVC Tournament champions. Syracuse is the leader at 40.
"It's a good schedule and I'm will try for another at Municipal while second place belongs to
pleased with it.- Kennedy said. Auditorium in Nashville. Tenn.. Kansas with 27. and third place
"It's going to be a challenge, but March 1-5, 2011. when the is Arizona with 26.
it should get us ready for confer- league brings eight teams to one
Several MSU games will
ence play.. Most of this (sched- venue for the entire event. again be televised this season by
ule) is repeats from last year. but Previously, first round games ESPN. The Racer Television
getting in a tournament was very. were played on campus sites Network and MSU TVI 1.
difficult. It evolved and
were with the semifinals and finals Those dates will be announced
the last teain to get in. You have being held in Nashville. The later.
to seize those moments. When bracket goes to a merit-based
you get invited to play, in one of format that rev..ards the top
those tournaments. you have to teams in the regular season with
play in it. The good thing is we byes into the quarterfinals and

IN The 2010 Billy Kennedy Youth Basketball Camp will be held July
26-29 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Regional Speciai Events Center. The
camp is for ages 7-17 anci is intended to provide a complete and indepth basketball expel ience emphasizing fundamentals, team play and
sportsmanship. Each camper will receive a camp T-shirt. ball and certificate of completion. For more information, contact assistant coach
Steve Prohm at 809-6768 or steve.prOhm murraystate.edu or call the
Men's Basketball Office at 809-6804.
•Calloway County Middle School will be holding softball tryouts for
the 2010 fall season on Monday, July 26 and Tuesday. July 27 from 5:30
to 7 p.m. each evening at the CCHS softball field. Players should attend
both sessions. For more information, contact Troy Webb at
troy.webb @calloway.kyschaols.us
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NEW MENU
Great Cajun Food. Fresh Seafood,
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the same Keg Favorites!
Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters.
PO' Boys, Blackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken
*
*

1_

i

10 Licensed Technicians With 80 Years of Combined Experience

Quarterly Pest Control

$40 quarter

with one year contract

We cater ANY event

Save the $80 Start-up Fee!

ANY size ANY location!!

LET US CUSTOMIZE A PROGRAM FOR YOU

Remodeled Game Room &
New Private Room with Big Screen
HP TV and 5urround Sound!
Great for Birthdays, Wedciing Rehearsal,
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or just a night out with friend,
Live Band Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till Close
This Week: Lincoln Hawke

We also treat Bedbugs. Brown Recluse Spiders & Termites

e

"est cow et?

We Appreciate Your Business!
PADUCAH - 441-0016 • MURRAY - 753-6433• MAYFIELD • 251-0890
BENTON - 527-0406• 1-800-264-1433• servallpestcontrol.tom
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Save On Over 3QQ
Lane. Lane Recliner$
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Large Pad Over Chaise
Rocker Recliner
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retire
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Chest $556 • Dresser & Mirror
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China $1248
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Broyhill Sofa

frAAT R&1St

Queen Euro Top Sets

persons ar
nies mentio
are believe(
utable. Th
Ledger
any of its
accept any
whatsoel
activities_

$398

ALL MATTRESS SETS ON SALE!
Twin • Full • Queen • King

JUST give
we'll be glt
Your loved
try to
'Cause W4
Furry or F
Friends H
Ledger 8

King Sets As Low As $598:
Lane Rocking
Reclining Sectional

Lane Microfiber Dual
Reclining Sofa

Call 75

474gtii

Dual Reclining Loveseat

CLASS A
truck driver

DISCI

Up To 1/2 OffFamous Brands &Departments Up To 1/2 Off
Savings For Every Room In YO Ulf Home!
Thomasville *Broyhill..A.&...-.4111-..-L-f Lanc KI

Serta

LA-Z-BOy ROWE
..Shanm timelnch
Cad
. Wits.Ss,
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Benton Only)

bed

More!
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welcome to
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Division of Kallay•larigoin• Furniture. Inc
Visit us et wwwHessingfurnIture.conn

GET TI
AD FOI
$75.01
MO
CALL

SUPERCENTEF1 3801 Hinkloville Road
Highway 80 • A Half Mils East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442 4455 • 1-80078843224
Open CISiiy 9-7 • Sunday 1-5 • Friday 10-8

305 North Main Stswat, Banton KY
527 3481 • 1 800 599 8224 an las I r, ft{
451 South 16th Street. Paducah KY
442-4465 • 1 800 450-8224 11.1.1V11.1 Mire
3060 Hwy 641 North, Murray. KY
75-3 8309 • 1 868 753 6309 Iliwaata sato 6
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Larsol Rohm
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roomingle Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Minted
Poulton Worried
Donsefax Childcare
Rumness Oppertweis
Electronics
Compubrs
Appliance Perla
*ant To Buy
•rttcles F Of S4.1*
Appnances
Home F ur nisnongs
AntiC11.1.
Lawn Garden

190
IPS
205
210
220
260
270
260
215
300
320
330
340
370
340
410
425

Fat rrs Equrpsnerti
Nosey Eproprnent
Spods Equsponent
Firewood
Musocat
Mobile Mane Lots For Sal,
Nornes For Siiie
Yoga* !stones Tos Rent
Motrae Horne Lots Tor Rirnt
Business Rentals
Apertrnents Tor Rent
Rooms For Rent
Mouses For Rent
Storage Ftentals
GOonneroal Properly
Pets Supplies
Livestock Supplres
Pubirc Sale
Land F ot Rent or tease

-

-es

INDEX

.... CLASSIFIED AD RATES _..
430
435
440
545
450
45.
460
170
400
435
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Reel E stele
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Renl
Taros For Sa.P
Acreage
Monies For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Untrty Censor's
Used Cars
Vero
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats Maws
Sevoces Offered
Free Column
Tobacco Supplies

DEADLINES
Monday-

38.50 Column inch, 60'. Di,count 2nd Run,
40'; Discount 3rd Run.
MU I Ads hfu.t Run Wain), t, Pau l',11,,,1 )
S3.35 per column inch extra /or Monday IShopping Guide/
1 INI' AU'S

i,l...0-,111 s,,1

wow

Fn. 10 a.m.

%asap

Moil 10 a.m.
Mon 12 pa.

fiecriespip

. 58.25 first Day - 20 words or less • Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:5.12 per word per day.
''.,tr.i ttir smart saver I Sion Classitieds oii into 'smart Saver i
•
.The publisher maintains the rioM to reject or NM arty submitted matter

.iii..

--POO am

Smart Saar

eet1.10a.m

MAIO
prida

Thir 10 a.m.
SaturPay----Thur. 12 p.m.

NI,

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley
Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

VISA

PUBLIC NC/1'10E
PI, Treasurer'. Fria! Fettleritynt for
21tit!S 10 ',las isi•en

Pets& Supplies
tisit:al yrtat

in the i'.111,was.

Audit ‘, ill
appi,ved
I he state audatir's

Count,
whi-r

Joyce (Garland) Vance has decided to
retire after 42yrs of service as a Hair
Stylist and say thanks to all that have
been a part of her life in business.
Also ofter For Sale the like new
tyr old equipment, including Stations.
Hair Dryers. Washer & Dryer & Furniture.
Entire shop can stay at this location Just
been remodeled. See at the Personal
Touch Salon, in Southside Shopping
Center or call 270-978-0177
or Tommy at 731-697-2397

'able,
hairs

Check us out on the Web!
020

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requesteo to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible tor only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or leathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
CLASS A CDL dump
ruck driver 759-0501

DISCLAINIER
When in,essing the
-help wanted. sk‘tion
on ow slassilieds
welvage at
nun raS ledge' s tint
sou will he

reduccied

to lohnetwork coin
Bs default

Sheet Metal Mechanics
and Apprentices needed for local HVAC company. Sheet Metal
Mechanics must hold a
current
Kentucky
Journeyman License
and be EPA certified
Tools required. Salary
based on experience
Company benefits and
rehrement package
Send resume or pickup
application at Randy
Thornton Co.
802
Chestnut St. Murray,
KY. No phco:e calls
please.
FULL OR PART hme
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person atter 7:00PM
No phone calls.
FULL time assistant
manager position available in Murray at an
established financial
operation. Salary plus
bonus, vacation. paid
holidays and sick tare
Requirements:
Excellent
custcmer
services skills and a
willingness to work.
Please
e-mail
all
resumes
to
shenta.orange@casht
n.com.
Organist needed for
Sunday 10:00am services at church near KY
Dam State Park. Salary
and traveling expenses. Call 270-363-8301
or 270-702-2420. Email stpetersotl bell.
south.net
PARTS
manager
sought by multi-store
John Deere dealership
operation.
Applicants should possess the ability to manage a parts sales team,
marketing efforts. merchandising, create and
achieve budgets ir a
growth
oriented
dealership
We offer competitive
pay, and a complete
employee
benefit package. Send
resumes to recruiting athutsoninc.com

Murras and losal irsh
listings will appear Oil
thl,N CbSile
HON eVer. a, a national
wehsite. not all listing,
on the robnetwisrls 0'111
are placed

through

the Murras Ledger
ts: linies

us

Please Can

wu

question,regarding
Ihe MUIT:a5 area
iots listings Plank sou

OUIZNOS Sub now hiring for a Shift Manager
Must be able to work
nights and weekends.
Management experience required Apply in
Person after 1 00 PM at
1203 Chestnut Street,
Murray, Kentucky

Murray Womar,s Clinic has an opening for a
full-time LPN If you are experienced. have a
great personalrty. and enjoy a fast paced work
environment. send or bring your resume and
cover letter to our office. We otter competitive
salary, medical insurance and a 401K. No
phone calls. please
Murray Woman's Clinic
305 S 8th St
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting:
Registration is now
open. Class begins on
Sept.
11,
2010
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks Allowing you to
keep your present Job,
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most Dental Assistants
have evenings, weekends and holidays off
Information
and
Registration
forms
availabie
al
www.bohlettental.com
or call our office 270442-0256 Financing
available. Enrollment

CASH paid tor
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray.
GOOD
use stove.
refrigerator. alc unit.
and storm windows
753-4109

SHIH Tzu puppies fo
sale. $75.00 each. Wil
be ready to go 1st wk.
August. 270-492-8463
Shth-Tzu
puppies
AKC.
CKC,
malelemale
$250$350
270-251-0310
evenings

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

Lambs.
For-Sale
$150. 731-644-9132.
leave a message.
Registered
Angus
Cattle For-Sale Top of
the
line
genetics.
Heard bulls anti some
heifers. Barnett Angus
270-293-7823

A local specialty contractor is seeking to
employ a qualified candidate with genera!
administraltve experience. Strong Excel and
Microsoft Word skills are required. Applicants
must possess organizational skills and the
abtlity to mutti-task and meet deadlines.
Applicants must be detail oriented and capable
of writing professional reports. Ali applicants
must be hardworking and self-motivated
individuals with a positive attitude. Full-time
position with medical,rearement.
holtday, and vacation benefits EOE.
Send Resumes to: P. 0 Box
1040-B. Murray, KY 42071

r-v;

group

tritEltriATIONAl

Production SuperviSOr
Maintenance Supervisor

Planning & Scheduling

Assistant

A local manufacturing facility is looking for
individuals to work in a production setting.
Candidates must posess assertiveness, initiative. and have the ability to multotask. pay special attention to details, and coordinate daily
operations and activities within or between
departments. Must enforce safety and sanitation regulations.
Maintenance Supervisor: with 2 years experience in production setting with knowledge of
PLC's and electricity.
2 years experience in related field required for
Management positions
En_pflent be_nufit package:
*Health - dental - vision - supplemental
insurance
• 9 paid holidays
• 401K
•Vacation
This is a full time position with a last growing
company.
Please send resume to:
MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield KY 42066
leannatucker mvpgroupint.com

Nelp Wznted
R.E.A.L
HOPE
YOUTH
CENTER
ASSISTANT:
The
R.E.A.L. Hope Youth
Center located in Pans.
TN is currently searching for a part-time (25
hrsawk) Youth Center
Assistant
to
the
Director. Volunteer or
work expenence in a
similar organization is
required. Applicahons
will
be
accepted
through July 30. For
questions or to request
a Job Deccription and
Application, please call
731-333-1320 or e-mail
catherine.herrera @real
hopeyouthcenter.com
WAREHOUSE person
needed. Full-Time,
must have drivers
license. heavy lifting
required. Please apply
in person at Paint Plus
Flooring. (270)7594979

Domestic & Childcare
DAYCARE. all shifts.
S.W bus route 27°978-9506
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3556
Want to Buy

BERMUDA
Square
Bails For-Sale. $4.50 in
Barn. 293-5381. 4354098
EVERETT
Upright
Piano, Pro Form 540S
Teadmill. $200. 27°436-2533
Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds
270-767-1900
702 N. 12th St
Murray
Vacation at the Links
Golt & Racquet Ctub in
Myrtle Beach. SC. 2
bedroom condo. 3 full
baths,
sleeps
6.
September 4M-11th
$700. 270-293-1130
WASHER & dryer,
motor home. Case
tractor, real estate lots
Will consider trades
753-4109. 227-1546

BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collections. 293-6999

11

All Size Units • Climate Cont
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
812 Whtteell Ave.

Yard Sale

753-3/153
Mobile Homes For Rent

Houses FOf Rent

Mobile Home For Rent
2BD on acre lot. New
carpet, freshly painted,
very clean. No inside
pets. Yard mowing
included References
required. $325imo +
deposit. Call 270-6236314 or 270-994-9158

I BR
cabin
$425
deposit. $465 monthly.
Includes air utilities and
cable. No pets. 43E2619.
2 Story (1.6 acres)
3BD, LR, DR, Den. Kit..
Utility & 1BA - refinished inside. 1489
Lawson Rd., 5mi. from
City. Must have iawnmowei. $500 rent.
$500 depostt. 270-2475787

Apartments For Rent

1

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109.
1 BD. 1BA Apt. $350
mo.
280. IBA Townhouse
S485 mo.
270-753-7559
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman
RE 7539898
2 bedroom, all appliances,
Cambridge
area. 293-6968
4BR. C/H/A all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South

12Ih St

(270) 753-1713
Musical
PIANO lessons for
children age 5-teens
$10 00 per 30 minute
lesson Contact Kristin
(731)336-1787

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
:Apartments
1505 Diuguid
I BR & 2BR Apt,
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 210 6
.

Cir

Eqii‘n onnerliirAr

BEAUTIFUL
2BR.
IBA, bath duplex. All
appliances furnished.
Spacious storage in the
rear Just minutes from
MSU. $525/rno 27°753-3018 for more
information
DUPLEX for rent all
appliances. 767-9948.

•*OWNER Finance**
3BR, 2BA. 1 acre.
$3.950 down. S495r'mo
2220 Wrather Rd .
Almo
(615)397-3171
2006 Clayton 16x80,
vinyl siding, shingle
roof. extra nice 270489-2525
3BR
2BA
Maunufactured Home
on 2.5 Secluded Acres.
30x40 Shop and OutBuilding. $75,000 270436-2905 or 270-9782269.
Mobile Home For Sale
3BD, 16X80. 30X30
2icar garage, City
water $28,500 Call
270-493-1323

2BR, $285
753-6012

No cats

NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets 753-9866

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled. on
campus. C/H/A, W8D.
5550 water. sewage 8
trash furnished. no
pets. 293-3710 2934600
NICE 2B,'1BA Duplex in
Hazel.
all appliances, privacy fence
yard, lease. ref + dep
No pets. $400.00 7531059
Nice 2BR
Duplex.
upsahrs. W/D. no pets
414 N. 8th. $400 27°227-8627
NICE 2BR. duplex with
carport. No pets. 27°227-7414
NOW LEASING
1. 2 8 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1 DO #1-800-648-6056

YARD SALE
503 NORTHWOOD
DRIVE APT. B
SATURDAY
7:00-?

400

Baby Clothes
(6yrs old)
Sports Equipment
Teen Clothes &
Plus Sizes
Household Items

TEN FAMILY
YARD SALE
1201 DORAN RD
CORNER OF
PLAINVIEW 8
DORAN
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Furniture, clothes
electroncs. sports
equipment. books,
household items. All
proceeds benefit
Revolution 00 Girls
Soccer

GARAGE SALE
508 BLAIR
FRIDAY
7:00-1:00
Dorrn refrigerator,
Area rugs, Interior
decor. Pictures,
Vases. Afghan's,
Flower pots. CD's.
Movies. Tapes.
Yard tools,
Christmas misc

-tARD SALE
1505 DANBURY
ROAD
S.16th TO

2BR. stove & refrigerator, dw, wod hook-up,
C/HiA. $550,,mo. I yr.
lease, 1 month deposit.
No pets. 753-2259.
270-527-8174.

WISWELL, 2nd
RD. ON LEFT
YARD SALE
OLD CITY PARK
FRIDAY
Mrssissippi Mud. Car
Seat. Booster Seat.
Play Kitchen. Comic
Books. V-Tech
Laptop. Vegetables.
Blackberries. Iron
Skillet. Area Rug,
Bookcase. Dressing
Table, Rocking
Chair, Swimsuits

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

4BR.
W/D.
1624
Hamilton.
$700imo.
next to MSU. 270-753°606
ALL New: Furnished
3BR. 2BA, utilities
inciuded with cost.
Open floor plan. Walk
across the street to
Murray State Classes.
Need info & pictures.
270-703-0703

8:00-1:00

YARD SALE
1710 CALLOWAY
AVENUE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Men's Women's.
& Children's Name
Brand Clothes,
Children's
Furniture. Toys.
Household Items

lat Full Mo. Rent Free

ANTIOUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004

MINI
- 11-CORAGE

2006
Fleetwood
Camper Trailer. Used
10 hours, generator
electric start. Hobart
commercial mixer. 50Ib
propane tank, full. 27°978-1926
8ft Custom Trestle
Table woth 8 Arm
Chairs, painted solid
oak, excellent condition,
$1,200
&
Whirlpool HE sport
duet, with pedestals.
2yrs
old,
asking
$1.400. Call 270-7592153

HUGE
YARD SALE
307 S. 13TH ST.
THURSDAY.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7.00-?
Clothes. Jeweir,
Shoes. Purses
Fax Machine.
Recliner, Wing Bat,
Cha!rs Couch

753-2905

WANTED,
1936
Murray State Shield.
270-674-5971 or 27°705-4801

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
Local agncultural dealership is now expanding
their service department and seeks qualified
-ipplicants for the position of Service Technician
at their Mayfield location. Applicants should
have experience with modern agricultural
eatapment including hay equipment. Applicants
must be dependable. hardworking, and able to
interact with customers in a professional manner. We offer a competitive wage and benefit
package. EOE.
Please send resume to Human Resource
Manger. PO Box 432, Mayfield. KY 42066

Notice

L

LPN

Stonqe Rentais
A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

LARGE
YARD SALE
510 S. 6TH ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:30-1:00

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
i270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4162
9 a.m. - 4 p m M-F

Household Items
Children s
Clothing & Toys
Too Much
To Mention'

KEY MINI •
WAREHOUSES

ste

Find out what's
happening
this summer...

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 s. 1.1rfulalr_
10X10 525 10%15 $44)
(270)436-2524
12701 293-6906

subscabe to the

L

R&TBIES

Home Delivery
3 mo.
430.00
6 mo.
$55.00
1 yr.
5105.00

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Rest of KVTI'N
3 MO
6 mo
1 yr

570.50
$90.00
5120.00

LOCIII Mail
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

1
1

535.00
$63.00
5110.00

1

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
$96.00
1 yr.
$145.00

I
Check
Adorable kittens FREE
o a good 270-4354408
AKC registered Boxer
puppies 5 males. 1
female. Fawn. white 8
brindle Tails docked.
wormed & first shots.
5300 Call 270-5897952

Visa

NVC

I St Address

1

Car

I
I State
Zip
I
Davtinie Ph
_
I
•
Mail this coupon w:th payment to.
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
11r call 1270) 753-1916

Chihuahua Pups 585$125 270-748-5575
DOG Obedience
(2701436-2858

Money Order

Name

a.

1

1

a

tssIFIEDs

211 • Thursday, July 22. 2010
ESTAIFJ MOVING TAG SALE
306 JEAN STREET
BEHIND EASTWOOD CLINIC
PARIS. TN
THURSDAY. FRIDAY & SATURDAY
8:00
Over 65 years ot accumulation- furneure
clocks. old quilts antiques Jewelry. gla>sware
kitchen otems, music equipment books linens
tools. craftifabncisewing items & amazing dull
coilection This one by Andrea Miller Sales has
it all, no matter what your hearts desire'

3 DAYS

NIurra) Ledger & Times

ANTIQUES &

530
SeevicesOfZr--]

COLLECTIBLES AUCTION

Satutday, July 31st 2010 6 10:00 AM ICT)
150 THE 11.01)I 1S1 • CUllt, K1'42211
tuxuff10(155.157SQ. FT. OR 7 MORN:MI. 4

5 FULL FLOORS 2 RINGS EACH DAY

R IN( I .
&( ollectible Nassw arc. Stoneware.
i amps: I NMs: \larked Restaurant China: Small I urnittore:
Show cases: She'I. nits & \ h \lore! IMO 2: I housands
13;1,01;111 & Sports Cards: Mart Vintage Cards: !inset]
Sets: Sport tard Accessories: Some Boxes of \lagaiines.

5,100 Square Foot Home For Sale

1214 Dogwood Dr. Murray
Downstairs- Living Room. den. kitchen. 2BEI.
study. 2-1/2BA Upstairs- Master BR. Living Room,
2BR, 2BA, 2 car garage, spacious yard

FRIDAY, JULY 30TH - 10:00AM
Antique &( ollectible(ilassw arc: Stoneware:
I amps: Soda Bottles:(oins & Inkens: Small 1 urniture:
Showcases: Shelf nits & Much \lore! RIN(i 2: I housands
Of Vintage Post Cards From Across I hc .S.. I lundreds Of *
Books & !kindred. Oil P Record Albums & 4 is Ity I he llos.

u mat Ledger ay Times Fai
Housing Act Notpee
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acr

43 acres. Hwy. 1346
Dexter. Across from
Jeffrey
Cemetery.
Fenced
with
year
around water and pole
barn. $89.900. Call
Chuck 753-1322 ext.
120.
BY OWNER- 4.5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road.
$70,000.
270-4354001

=-.7„--7:-

49

L

Wed Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Financp
hellandmolorsalescom
270-753-4461
•
2004 Chevy Cavalier,
4dr, AM/FM/CD, A/G
73,000 miles Very
dependable , gas
saver. $3.250 Call
270-227-7158

78 F350 & 23ft Cuddy
Cabin
Boat. Both
$6,500 270-873-7893

1999 Sea View Motor
Home. 33 ft Basement
Model. Lots of space
Low mileage 70,575
Great Shape. 6 new
tires.
8-10
MPG
$20,000. Must See For
Yourself! Horne 27°2009 Brock Home. 2300 762-9993. Cell 714SO. FT. Living Space. '743-4185
3BR. 2BA, 1 Acre &
530
Double Garage SunServices Offered
Room, Hilltop View.
1,t2Mile to Murray. City
$1500 & up
Water & Gas. By
T&B Lawn Service
Owner $149,000. 27°Adult owned & operat519-8570
ed
978-5655, 759-9295
3BR. 1BA. with large
IL&M
shop North of Murray.
LAW/4 SERVICE
753-0531.
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscapink &
BEAUTIFUL brick 4Leif Vacuuming
PLEX TOWNHOUSEEach unit 2 bedrooms, Satisfaction guarantee.
1,5-bath.
901 753-1816 T27-061
Southwood Dr near
1-270-227-0587
MSU. 270-435-4001
All carpentry construcFSBO: 3BD. 2BA Bnck tion. Additions. remodHome, great location, eling, sagging ratter
north of Murray. 51 floors. decks, home &
acre lot. City Water, mobole home repair
Sewer. Gas. fenced Larry Nirnmc
backyard, new roof & 753-2353
new stainless appliYOUR AD
ances. 12ft ceilings,
COULD BE
large garage,
HERE FOR
1175.000
270-873ONLY $75.00
9766
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
New 2-4
-Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Ettain. 'Hill Electric
Since i 986
SBC Real Property
24 Noun sannce
Professionals
Res . Com.. & Ind
293-'7872
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small
INITa- REDUCED:
753-9562
iklew Home 3BR, 2BA,
2-Car Garage, Cath 436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Ceilings.
Concrete
prive. Covered Front out garages. gutters.
Porch. Patio. 270-210- iunk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
.3781. 270-559-2032
Professional Tree
SADDLE
Creek Service Insured
4BAJpool.
2007 753-TREE (8733)
CalurnetWay.com 27°FUTRELL'S Tree
293-8276.
Sennce
Trimming,
removal,
TO view all homes on stump
grinding, fireCalloway County go to
wood. Insured. 489campbellrealty.com
2839.

ti

.s

In Tuve Triplets And Combined

What A Diversified Property!

CRP Income - Great Hunting - Timber
Selling With A New Survey!
Near The Lakes, Marinas, Miller Golf Course
And Murray State University!!
-Tirane% -11 - 42.-C11131411. 11eir et
40.02 Acres Are In CRP With An Annual Payment
Of S2,767.36, 4 Years Remaining (2010/2013)
Tratelt 2 - .49-00410131 ZAer ass
28.5 Acres Are in CRP With An Annual Payment
Of S1,961,94 • 4 Years Remaining (2010/2013)
Outstanding Area - Secluded Out
Near HOMIDS Built With Distinction
And Farnrts Kept With Pridel
What A Great Plaice To Liven
Seal/awl'.40! itab.se.litsreso itliurcticairvIl
-/-1;TinrinaaSar-CaaKSili -C•Diair1 FM' alliataailiaS1 >
N.
PUIPICHASE TIEVIIMIS.1 5% Down, Balance In 30 Days
Pass IESsaystr"as P.Irenrerlams I II
Two 4aufatIon WIII las Meld Alt 7-Ise
Murray State University Nape Center ,
Murray. @Comsatasclicy

REM EMU

3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
Tyler Murdixk • r3-1722
Display Hews:SOO-1 It)
LARK'S
LAWN CARE
•Trininting.'
+cal Cleanup
*Mulching
*they 10.,Vears
-2:verb:pee .
*Free
.
Nov.
..F.4xuirting
To-Lake Areas
12701227:- 14

tIIITIO%

MOMS WM fa.
rr*,
rt 1511011Th• Wirt& ft CM

NA,. HO

/70-247-1253.800-300-434
FOR NM PHOTtft VISO
www.hamsauctots com
bomarrame

IN

IL 4411014104 ISA /OW

•0•611404•011

rtaPI SIAMCAR.
NACMAIL STAMM Radler
IAL • a. t •

270-753-9999
rovecsagproperly.com

WILKERSON

CASH NON
for your stru
tlement or a
rnents Kg!
Call JG Wei
866-SETTLf.
866-738-85.
A+ by tht
Business

All yo'ur
Roofiqg 1Nieeds
Free Estimates

LAWN Care Service.
Reasonable
rates,
starling at $15. 270753-2405, 270-9782441

(270) 227-9212
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Answer to previous puzzle
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Tree
esti436-

FREE to good home
adult black/white cat.
Very friendly. spayed
and excellent mouser.
436-5413.

,

8

8

)•

FREE HD I
Only on DIS
Lowest
America, $
for over 12(
$500 Bora
240-:

FINAlk

HELP W
EARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

. carm; aiaiazit basc-d on
1

a a .414 t.

Concepts SudoKu

,

Simmon s Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area.
519-8570

*Audio *Video
• Horne Theatre•L-:aies *Service *install

BUSINE
VIC

(270)832-1451

BARRY JAMES.
ELECTRONICS

SUDOKU
3

(270)489-2580

WASHING
. Vinyl siding
Wood siding ,
*Brick...Concrete "
Deck's•Fence
•.(270)227-6160,

DIVORCE
out Childn
With FR
change dix
marital s
agreemen
easy. Call
days: 1-881
WWW.Court(
ce

One order,
One smart ,
time and
making o
place a 25-,
fled in 70
newspape
$250 For
mation.
classified de
this newsp,
KPS 1-502

ROOFING

SOti
PRESSURE

URN N\ 11 I RI
Mr\ 11\1, &
UGH I t
\f
FRF.E
ESTIMAl'ES
(270)873-9916

ANNOUN

MURRAY
Power
Wash
Commercial
Residential. Vinyl siding sidewalks, driveways. dnve through's.
parking lots, gum
removal Etc. Fully
Licensed & Insured.
293-7063 or 293-7022.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reloable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

MILLS
CLOUD NINE
PHOTOGRAPHY
•Couples
•EngageMent.
*Weddings._
•Children *Family
Wok *Special '
.
Events
(270) 227-2831

IIIAME.S 11%. CASH
filiE AUCTIONEER & REAL
ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
"THE SELLING MACHINE"

Hamilton Cranite
&E Nlarble

AI 10AV Art 10 INF 111611EST WOW RICANS FSS
OF PRICE' AtICFPON NFL° OFF SOU

RABBIS

_ • _..• _
-ki-o--)m-.(rirl-.
A . ..
EArin Aucnnori)

91ES-41:114(110' Al=re

• 10,11N ov, itc,!. opt:rated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

REAL ESTATI ttaPAS

- 7157 ST. RT.97 MAYFIELO, KY
RALPH AUSTIN, AUCTIONEER
KY LAccrtse P2471 - IL License 441.001541
270-705-4859'
www.austinauctionservice.com

2008 Kawasaki Vulcar
900CC, 1,100 miles
$5.000. Call 270-2279518
a m 1 • ..ani
MIA
"'IM
2008 Roketa 250
Scooter. Great condi- (
ABSOI
LUTE
tion. $1,000. Call 2937252
NO IMINIIIIIIIIIIISH NO RESERVATIONS/1
1998 H.D DYNA Wide
Tbsarsiclery, August Stei, At 7:430 IP-IVIGlide. 10,000 miles,
"Dr. Marty & Melissa Wynn Property- 4195 Faxon' Fla
OW inisar EVIlluerarazesr. 11Cseireitisaicilicsr
garage kept, lots of
From The East Edge Of Murray. Take Hwy 94 NE 6.5 Mlles To
extras. Nice Bikel Call
Faxon
Rd, Turn Right And Proceed NE 4 Miles. .Signs Posted!
270-227-9798

HALL'S WASTE
1VIANAGEMENT

'Oben Floor Plan • Built In 2007' Granite Counterteps •
Custom Maple Cabinets • rawste Master Balcony
• limdwood & Tole Floors * Walk -Out Finished Bwement
'Vaulted Ceilings
'Tried & Glassed Showers • 1 362
Sq Ft Of Garage Space • Double Sided Stone Gas Log
fireple.e'large Bonus Room'Stased Cilass Erdry
Door • intercon,& Surround Soand Systenis

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE

Reel Estate

AAUP

01111 MOUSE OATES Saturday. Luto .3re ,Cam Tmr.
&Mary May IBM 1pm
& Sunday AM ?Mr
Ipm

Furniture: Remaining FiMures: titimball Machine: Pinball
Machine:( olumbia I heater Seats: I ools:(
Shredmastcr
Industrial Shredder & Much More! RING 2: .Assorted Paper
(;otitis Including I ocal I etterhead & Bills Of Sale: Books.
ier Photos at Detail% Of This Auction On Our ll'ehsite! *
Terms: NO BUYER'S PREMIUM. Full Settlement On Day Of Sale BY
Cash Or Good Check With Photo !O. 6% KY Sales Tax Collected *
Without Valid KY Sales Tax Number. Sale Held Rain Or Shine.
****

"1

Owner:
G•eg Mansfield
12711i 293-84841

Nerd Para

Mg X Mar100014'LOCATEC OA LAO
RAE'=ETC URIC 8171169, TAI LAW'•TEr T
ARTIVEIGE• noncom am ELECTRIC* Tr'

EICELLENT
'
TOLE PAR

AEC ESTATE SFt

•Commercial
Residential
*Asphalt Installation
& Maintenance
40 yrs experience
(270)759-0501

6" Continuous Gutter
7
s1
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

Av.•

SATURDAY,JULY 31ST - 10:00AM
1: Antique & Collectible (ilassware; Restaurant China:

Call owner at 753-1370 or 227-3483

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

6,519 TOTAL SO.
FT. UNDER ROOF

THURSDAY, JULY 29TH - 10:00AM

4BR, 2.5BA Many updates to the intenor
and extenor. Includes all new stainless steel
kitchen appliances and washeridryer.
$189.500 00
293-6410 or 293-4564
for information and appointment

S10
Services Offered

Murray I
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ESTATE AUCTION

Heating
Condotionin
Technician &
KY Journeyr
Mechanic ,
License rec
Service Teen
Joumeyma
UM tied Duct
required for
Comprehens
package,
health and I
ance, retiren
paid vacation
sick days 3
company PI
859-236-878;
464-8.c

FlOST FAM
Foreign Ex
Students agt
have own s
money & in
Call now for
arriving in
Great life ex
1-800-SIE
www.aiSi

INSTRUC
ACT NOWI
qualify for
HEAVY EQL
OPERATOR
Funded by E
Program AN
HEAVY EQL
TRAINING
5831
AIRLINES

SATURDAY. JULY 24 AT 10:00 AM
At the Dan Miller Auction Bam at Lynn Grove. KY
From Murray. KY take Hwy 94 West to Lynn Grove,
turn right on the Hwy 893 follow to auction. From
Mayfield take Hwy 80 to Hwy 1836 to Hwy

cal

121 South to Hwy 1836. foilow to auction. Signs
posted.
2 nice bedroom suites. 3 twin beds. one electric bed. nice sofa. odd
chair. recliners. nice table lamps. nice lamp tables, 2 small drop leaf
tables, nice maple table with 4 chairs. nice table with 6 chairs. odd 4
drawer chest & vanity. nice hanging mirror. framed pictures. color
T.V.. nice computer desk. nice entertainment center, 2 up right freezers, electric cook stove. Maytag washer & dryer. 2 tile cabinets. large
office desk. nice card tables with chairs. nice 6 drawer chest with mirror. wood bookshelf. nice old dresser bases, nice old fire place mantle. nice old 5 leg table. electric sewing machine. 2 door metal cabinet. wood porch furniture, wood quilt rack. 2 glass doors kitchen cabinets. electric treadmill. metal shelving. compound bow with arrows,
area rugs, a fancy old wood heating stove. some good glass, Lhina,
pots & pans. small kitchen appliances. sports cards. some Barbie
things. children toys. some Nascar items, yard seeder. vacuum cleaners, set of brass knob harness. 2 rastas plow in good condition, good
bushel baskets. 25 silver dollars. leaf blower. step ladder. hand and
yard tools. bicycles. 2 large on site tool boxes, a nice tilt golf oor
mower tractor. a table of old small collector items from the country'.
Not responsible Jar accidents
Lunch Available
For more information and your auction needs phone:

DAN MILLER (270)4364144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.dantrillerauctiweer.com
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

GET NEWS TO US
FAST AND EASY!
Direct items to these departments:
Arts

hteague@murrayledger.com

Business

jo.burkeen@murrayledger.com

Datebook

jo.burkeen@murrayledger.com

Education

klough@murrayledgercom

Farm / Ag

hteague@mUrrayledger.com

Forum

tberry@murrayledger.com

Health

hteaguemurrayledger.com

Letters
Obituaries . . . .

Services Offered
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back hoe. and
track
hoe
work_
Installation and repair
on septic system‘Now offering seek
tank pumping. May .
credit caras accepte978-0404
CHASE Futrell Law'
Care. 8yrs. exp.
8814

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVI
ASPHALT
Paving. Stalcoating
; & Hauling
TONY TRAvis
276-75,3-2279

Outdoors
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting. fix-irs &

repairs. decks pressure
washed and stained.
436-2228.
MOWING
and
Trimming small io
large Dependable. reliable. gutters. mulch,
shrubs trimmed, hau.ng. 11 years experience. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002

klough@murrayledger.com

Community

editor@murrayledgercom
jo.burkeen@murrayledaer.corn
sports@rnurrayledgercom

Scenes

composing@murrayledger.com

Seniors

. jo.burkeen@murrayledger.com

Sports
Worship

sports@murrayledgercom
jo.burkeen@murrayledgercom
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CLASSIFIEDS
:tB
Kentucky Horse Council endorses welfare code of practice
Thursday. July 22. 2010 •

STATEWIDE CLASS! IEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TCHELL
BROS.
•AVING
ommercial
Residential
,hatt Installation
Maintenance
rS experience,

0)759.0501
:RAY

Power

mercial
dentlal. Vinyl sidsidewalks, drive.. drtve through's,
ng
lots.
gum
ival
Fully
Etc
ised & Insured
7063 or 293-7022.
Murray Ledger &
s considers as
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:oracles do occur.
leis using this
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own risk. Although
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LKERSON
'OOFING
All yoUr
i•fing Needs
-e EstiMates

0)489-2580
0)832-1451

DIVORCE with or without Children $125.00
With FREE name
change documents and
marital settlement
agreement Fast and
easy. Call us 24 his; 7
day: 1-888-789-0198.
www.CoulDivorceServi
ce com
One order, One check,
One smart move' Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250 For more information. contact the
classified department of
this newspaper or call
KPS 1-502-223-8821
BUSINESS SERVICES
FREE HD FOR LIFE,
Only on DISH Network,
Lowest price in
Arnenca, $24.99/ mo
for over 120 channels,
$500 Bonus. 1-866240-3844
FINANCIAL
CASH NOW! Get cash
for your structured settlement or annuity payments. High payouts.
Call JG Wentworth. 1866-SETTLEMENT (1866-738-8536). Rated
A+ by the Better
Business Bureau.
HELP WANTED

RRY'S
ice. Free
s_ Phone
, 227-0267

Tree
esti
436

E to good home
blackwhite cat
friendly. spayed
excellent mouser
5413
a 9x9 gnd wIth
the numbe,s 1 to 9
column and each
The clitkulty level
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Heating and Air
Conditioning Service
Technician & Installers:
KY Journeyman HVAC
Mechanic and CFC
License required for
Service Tecnnician. KY
Journeyman HVAC
Limited Duct Mechanic
required for Installer.
Comprehensive benefit
package, including
health and life insurance, retirement pian.
paid vacations, holiday,
sick days 30+ years
company Please call
859-236-8787 or 1 ,800464-8966
HOST FAMILIES for
Foreign Exchange
Students, ages 15-18 &
have own spending
money & insurance.
Call now for students
arriving in August!
Great life experience
1 -800-SIBLING.
WNW aise.com
INSTRUCTIONAL
ACT NOW! You may
qualify tor FFIEE
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR TRAINING
Funded by State MA
Program AMERICAN
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
TRAINING 866-28°5836
AIRLINES ARE HIR-

ING- Train for high
paying Aviation Career
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified- Job
Placement Assistance
Call Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (888)2072053
ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home.
'Medical, 'Business.
'Paralegal.
'Accounting, 'Grin-dna!
Justice Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
a qualified. Call 866460-9765
www CortwaOnline

SALE, CDL Training
Starting at $1995, WIA
Approved. Job
Placement Assistance.
Tuition reimbursement
available. Accredited
BBB. Delta Career
Academy. Mt. Sterling,
KY. 859-498-9988,
800-883-0171
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
Health Occupations
Training: New Online
Nurse Aide Training!
Ky State and Medicaio
approved_ Certified
Clinical Medical
Assis,ant, Phlebotomy
and EKG. Ky Health
Training: 859-9632901: 888-274-2018
SPORTING,SPORTING GOODS
Play Where the
Hooter's Tour plays
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in Georgetown,
iated the number one
public course in
Kentucky Call 502570-9849 for tee times
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
ACT NOW! You may
quality for FREE
CLASS-A CDL Training
Funded by State WIA
Program. Must meet
hiring requirements of
major trucking companies. TRUCK AMERICA TRAINING 866244-3644
CALL NOW, BIH
Trucking Company"
Internationat Truck
Dnving School Now
taking Students, No
CDL, No problem,
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified, or
Financing available.
888-780-5539
CDL-A Dnvers Work
hard, Earn big, Van &
Flatbed divisions New
equipment coming
$500 sign-on for
Flatbed Drivers. CDL-A
6mo. OTR, Good driving record required.
Western Express. 888801-5295.

Class-A Dnvers,
Midwest Runs + Great
Hometime. Offering
Sign-On Bonus, Jump
start your career:
Successful lease purchase program, Drivers
& 0/Ops wanted. Call
ACT. 1-877-584-7240
Driver- CDL-A •NOW
HIRING • Teams
*Solos 'Owner
Operators 'Referral
Bonus is back, Great
pay, Miles & Benefits
COL-A with 1 yr OTR
'eo'd. 800-942-2104
ext. 238 or 243
www totalms corn
Drivers- Food Tanker
Drivers Needed. OTR
positions available
Nowl CDL-A w,' Tanker
Req'd. outstanding pay
& benefits, Call a
recruiter TODAY, 877484-3061 AnINVI.oakleytransport.com

Special to the Ledger
LEXINGTON. K:y. -- Recently the
Kentucky Horse Council (KHC)joined the
ranks of the American Association of Equine
Practitioners. American Quarter Horse
Association. Kentucky Thoroughbred
Association. US Equestrian Federation. and
other state and national equestrian organizations by officially endorsing the American
Horse Council (AFIC) Welfare Code of
Practice.
According to the American Horse
Council. the Welfare C'ode ot Primaice outlines in genenc terms what it means for an
organization to be committed to the responsible breeding, training, care, use, enjoyment. transport and retirement of horses.
"We are committed to developing and

LBL examining Backcountry, day-use, and lake access areas

Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, Ky. -- Land Between
The Lakes(LBL) National Recreation Area
is in the process of examining backcountry
camping and self-service lake access areas.
scattered throughout LBL. to determine how
these areas can best be managed for a susDnvers- Hiring
tainable future. Forest Service staff incorpoRegional Flatbed
Drivers. 37 cpm with 2 rated previous public input to draft proposed
future actions for these sites. A list of tentayears experience.
Great Benefits. Home
tive proposed actions is now available in
EVERY week. 1 year
order to gain public input and comments.
flatbed or tractor- trailer The proposal is located on LBI...s website
at
experience required.
www.lbiorg/LRMPProjects.html.
Call 888-967-5487 or
Forest Protection Officer Janice Wilson
apply online at
explains, "Certain backcountry areas are
www.avent1careers.co
underutilized, are not universally accessible.
m. Equal Opportunity
lack adequate parking. or don't meet the
Employer.
needs of today's users. During LBL's Area
Planning process, visitors voiced a desire for
Drivers- Hiring
more swimming areas and modernized boat
Regional Van Drivers.
ramps. LBL will begin looking at these sites
37 cpm with 2 years
experience. Great
Benefits. Home EVERY
week. 1 year tractortrailer experence
required. Call 888-9675487 or apply online at
AWN.averatcareers.co
m Equal Opportunity
Employer
Flatbed Company &
0/0 Drivers Needed.
0/0 Must have own
trailer Company
Dnvers can make Up
to 27% of the Gross,
Home Weekends,
Guwantee Minimum
Pay. Call M-F
8AM-4PM 800-5253383 ext. 106
WWW TLEXPRESS.0
OM
Reefer, Tanker &
Flatbed Drivers needed, Experienced drivers & CDL students
welcome Assistance
obtaining CDL available, Opportunities for
Independent
Contractors and
Company Dnvers 1800-277-0212
www.primeinc.corn

supporting programs to ensure the health horse ham with a stethoscope and therand welfare of Kentucky horses." stated mometer and the skills to use [with in assessKHC Board President. Madelyn Millard. ing equine vital signs.
"Formalizing our endorsement of the ANC
For more information about the
Welfare Code of Practice was a natural step Kentucky Horse Council visit www.kenfor the Kentucky Horse Council."
tuckyhorse.org or call 859-367-0509.
Kentucky Horse Council programs to
The Kentucky Horse Council is a nonsupport the health and welfare of Kentucky
horses include: Equine Safety Net which profit organization dedicated. through eduprovides feed kir horses when their owners cation and leadership. to the protection and
suffer a job loss or injury. that prevents work. development of the Kentucky. equine comlow income Geld Vouchers. Livestock munity.. The Kentucky Horse Council
proInvestigation Training to teach animal convides educational programs and infomiatrol and peace officers how to handle and
investigate livestock cases. funds to support lion. scholarships. personal liability insuithe feeding and care of Kentucky horses ance. trail riding advocacy. horse show suplegally confiscated as part of a neglect case, port. and an annual statewide equine indusand VIT.ALSIm which seeks to equip every. try directory:.

to decide where our resources can best be were simply set up in areas where roads
spent to maximize public use and recreation- ended in the lake. We need to examine
cural experiences.rent infrastructure. deterioration. and eroLBL staff plans to work closely with the sion at these sites
to ensure that we are propublic throughout the entire project io deter- viding
safe and sustainable recreational
mine what changes. if any, need to be made.
opportunities to our visitors.
Some areas niay be renovated or re-purLBL welcomes public input and composed: some may receive additional ameniments throughout the entire process. Call
ties. others inay receive less maintenance or
be closed. Proposed chanees could include a Janice Wilson at (270) 924-2034 or e-mail
fee increase for annual backcountry camp- comments-southern-land-betweening permits from $20 to $30 and for three- lakesq(fsfed.us. To he most useful, your
day permits from $5 to $7: changes would comments should be received by Sept. 6.
2010.
take effect no earlier than March 2011.
Land Between The Lakes is managed by
The project is currently in the preliminary stages, and no decisions have been the Forest Service. U.S. Department of
made. LBL Recreation Program Manager Agriculture, in partnership with "Friends of
Gary Hawkins said. "We want to work with LBL,- to provide public lands ouldUor
the community to develop a plan to increase recreation and environmental educkcon.
efficiency: in our backcountry camping and
LBL information and maps are available on
lake access areas. Many of these areas were our website at www.lbl.org or by calling 1not planned fiir long-term sustainability and 800-LBL-7077 or (270) 924-2(XX).

Robinson joins hospital medicalstaff
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway' County
Hospital is pleased to welcome
Dr. William Robinson, Jr.,
Family Medicine, as a member
of the medical staff at MCCH.
He is joining the practice of
Murray Medical Associates.
Robinson received his medical degree from the University
of Louisville School of
Medicine and received his
undergraduate
degree
at
Morehead State University. He
completed his residency in
Fami:y
Medicine at the
Community Hospital East in
North located in Indianapolis,
Ind.
During his training, he was

recognized with numerous honors and awards. including graduating with honors at Morehead
State
University.
elected
Treasurer of his Medical School
class. and served as an officer
for the Illinois Academy of
Family Physicians in 2008 and
2(X)9.
Robinson is a member of the
American Association of the
Kentucky Medical Association,
American Medical Association,
and the Academy of Family
Physicians. lie enjoys playing
golf. fishing. hiking. reading,
playing with his Boston Terriers.
and spending time with his family. Robinson. his wife. Jennifer.
and their daughter. Audrey

Nicole, have relocated to
Murray.
Robinson has joined Murray
Medical Associates located at
3(X) South Eighth St., Suite
480W in Murray. He is now
accepting patients and has office
hours of Monday through
Saturday, 7 a.m.-6 p.m., and
Sundays from 1-6 p.m. For
more information call (270)
753-07(14.
Both he and his fellow physicians at Murray Medical
Associates, Dr. Richard Crouch,
Dr. Steven Butnb, Dr. Alison
Johnson. and Dr. Tiche Allen. all
provide a full scope of healthcare services for the entire family.

Robinson

Spring Creek launches new website

Special to the Ledger
Spring Creek Health Care has launched a new website aimed at
providing residents. their families, and the general public about all
Summat Trucking is
of the services provided at the nursing and rehabilitation facility.
currently hiring COLA
The new site, which can be viewed at www.springcreekhealthSolo Dnvers & Teams! care.org. is a brand
new site for the nursing and rehab facility that
Miles+ Benefits+
offers information about services, specifics to resident care. and a
Hometime! Min age
way for families to stay. in touch with their loved ones.
23 with 24 mons exp.
Spring Creek Health Care's new site also offers:
vvww.summitt.corn or 1•
An option to schedule a tour
866-333-5333
• Contact us - where you can ask a question or inquire about the
facility

• Send a resident a special message
• A virtual tour of the facility
"The new Spring Creek website offers a way for the general public to look at the services we provide and family members of our residents an opportunity to stay in touch with loved ones even if they
may. live out of town," said Sandra Dick. VP of Long Term Care
Services.
Spring Creek Health Care has proudly served our region- since
1964. It offers a 226-bed long-term care. Medicare-certified facihty
which provides comprehensive rehabilitation and restorative services. Spring Creek has a highly-skilled staff who focuses on providing
our residents specialized quality care to live a full, healthy life.

'Proofs' show Bearded and irascible, Duvall stars in 'Get Low'
calls for entries
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Special to the Ledger
The Murray Art Guild
announces a call for entries for
its third annual juried photography exhibition. "Proofs... This is
an exciting opportunity for local
and regional artists of all ages to
enter their recent photographic
works of art for a chance to win
one of nine awards. Alison
Hahn. Professor and Head of
Digital Photography/Imaging at
Western Kentucky Community
and Technical College, will be
the Juror for this year's exhibition which will take place at the
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JAKE COYLE
AP Entertainment Writer
NEW YORK(AP( — Robert Duvall is sitting alert and slightly: leaned forward, his
hands clasping his knees.
beautiful Robert O. Miller
That's how a reporter finds him in a
Conference Center in downtown Manhattan hotel nxim, but the setting feels
Murray. The deadline to enter more like a country porch. A conversation
digital images via CD of your with the veteran actor is a little like kicking
work is Aug. 23, 3 p.m. to the back with Gus McCrae. the rancher he
Guild office at 500 North Fourth played in the beloved 1989 miniseries
"Lonesome Dove," a part that has been
St. The full prospectus with
deeply stuck in his bones ever since.
Guidelines and other important
"People are doing all these remakes now,"
dates can be found on our web- he says, "but there's original stories
to be
site: www.murrayartguild.org. told."
For more information, please
Duvall, 79, has no shortage of stories. He
contact the office by phone at was, as he often says, a "late bloomer." find753-4059. by email at murra- ing his way after a stint in the Amiy as a
yariguild@murray-ky.net. or on young actor in 1950s New York, famously
chasing parts (and girls) with his thenFacebook.
unknown friends Gene Hackman and Dustin
Hoffman.
Since then. he has amassed a revered body
of work as a character actor and occasional
leading man with physical. sturdy perlomiances in films including "The Godfather."
parts I and II. "Network," "Apocalypse
making techniques. It is an all- Now," "Tender Merci& (for which he won
ages class, but participants an Oscar) and the 1997 film he wrote and
should be able to accurately directed. "The Apostle."
His latest is "Get Low." which will be
measure and cut the paper materials. All materials anti supplies released in limited theaters July 30. In it. he
will be provided: participants plays Felix Bush. a bearded backwoods hermit in Depression-era Tennessee who conshould bring a sack lunch for
vinces the town undertaker (Bill Murray) to
lunch on Saturday. Deadline for
throw him a funeral before he dies.
registration is Tuesday. July 27.
For Duvall, it's a fitting role. a cantankerTo register contact the Guild ous loner living by his own modest code.
office
through
DU N'aI I let the character. tailored for him in
murrayartguild.org or 753-4059. rewrites. take shape while studying the part
Dates and times are Saturday. in northern Argentina. He spends much of
July 31. from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. and his time in Buenos Aires„Argentina. where
Sunday.. Aug.
from 1-3 p.m. he met his fourth and current wife. Luciana
Pedraza, who starred in his 2002 film
The fee is $85 and is for ages 13
"Assassination Tango."
and up. Members get a discount
"Some parts — like this one — I just sat
of I() percent.

Murray Art Guild to hold
Belgian Binding Bazaar
Special to the Ledger
W'ant to learn how. to construct your very own book'?
Interested in traditional binding
techniques'? Murray Art Guild's
Assistant Stacey' Reason will be
hosting a two-day workshop on
just that. She will be guiding the
class through step-by-step to
create a blank book using artistmaterials.
archival
grade.
Participants will leave the class
with a handsome handmade
book using a traditional Belgian
binding structure. Due to the
nature of bookmaking. this class
will be focusing on preparing
paper and materials, building the
covers, and traditional book-

there and watched the Andes." says Duvall.
"You mull it over in your imagination.
Someone said, 'Play the parts that are most
prominent in your day dreams.'"
Duvall sometimes pulls a character's gestures from different places. Many of those
for McCrae. for example, he got from Texan
and fomier Redskins quarterback Sammy
Baugh. w.hom he met randomly. For "Get
Low," Duvall thought of his uncles in
Virginia. where he owns a farm.
Acting. Duvall believes. should always
work toward a "bare minimal truth."
"I try to work just from talking and listening, to go from there. let it build," he says,
his hand rising. "You've got be careful saying. 'I become the character.' because then it
becomes something out here. You only have
one set of emotions. one psyche. So it's got
to be this: Always you doing it. The best of
the actors that I watch. it's: 'Oh, wow. He's
really in touch with himself.'"
Director Aaron Schneider. a former cinematographer whose 2004 short "Two
Soldiers" won an Oscar. says Duvall's
"genius" is in "fully embodying a character
and then just sort of behaving." He credits
"the power that Duvall has to attract his fellow' actors to his side" for a cast that also
includes Sissy Spacek. The film was shot
over 24 days last year in Georgia.
"A lot of the reactions to the movie are.
'The movie's great. but Duvall's fantastic' —
and that's exactly what vve wanted," says
Schneider "We wanted to tell a story about
an interesting person."
Last year. Din all enlivened two films with
brief appearances: as the friendly bartender
in "Crazy. Heart" and as the old man in the
financially unsuccessful independent "The
Road." which the actor said went "down the
drain."
'The state of independent filrn is something
on Duvall's mind. not just because "Get
Low" took years to find financing and
secure a release from Sony Pictures
Classics. Earlier this year. he joined as an

adviser to OpenFilin.corn, a website
launched by James Caan to help develop
independent film.
Of the 2006 AMC miniseries "Broken
Trail." which won four Emmys including
one for Duvall. the actor says if it had been
done as a movie. "Six people would have
seen it." Instead, some 30 million saw it --•
"interior of the United States." he says
proudly.
Duvall is lining up work in several films
including as Don Quixote in Terry' Gilliam's
"The Man Who Killed Don Quixote" and a
role in a possible adaptation of "The
Hatfield anti the McCoys" — "if Brad Pitt
will say yes," says Duvall.
"I don't work as much as I want." says
DUN all. still chasing parts at nearly 80 years
old. "My.' career is still going great. maybe as
good as ever."

AP File Photo!Charies Sykes
In this Apnl 26, 2010 file photo, actor
Robert Duvall poses for a portrait in New
York.
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Looking Rack

'thirty years ago
Published are pictures of a
sidem, alk sale in downtown Murray This promotion was sponsored by Murray -Calloway County Chamber ot Commerce.
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, associate 'superintendent of public
instruction in the Kentucky
Department of Education. Frankfort. will speak at the summer
commencement at NIurray State
University Aug. 8 at 2 p.m. at
Lov ett auditorium. Hunter served
in v arious campus posts for 23
years including 15 years as dean.
barge he left in January. for
Frankfort.

Feelings for best friend are
burden for bisexual female

Forty years ago
Published is a picture 01 workers resurtacing the tennis courts
at Ivtirray City Park. The photo
was taken by Staff Photographer Gene McCutcheon.
Pfc Gary D. Lamb. son ia
Mildred Dodd and the late U.S
Lamb. is serving with the 120th
Transportation Unit of the U.S.
Army in Cam Thu. South Vietnam.
Murray Little League All Stars
beat Henderson 9 to 7 in the
Regional Baseball Tournament.
Recent births reported include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
J. Bazzell. twin girls to Mr and
Mrs. John Cathey. a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Gerald Walker and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Coetri.
Fifty years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County 4-H leaders and
members who won honors at the
Western Kentucky 4-H Club
Camp at Dawson Springs. Pictured are Barletta Wrather home
agent. S.V. Foy. county agent.
Alice Like, junior leader. and
Linda Henry'. Shirley Stubblefietd.
Marita Evans. Mary' Beth Bazzell.
Cynthia Ezell, Don Spiceland
and Jerry Lassiter. members.
Tonimy Shirley. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Shirley. has enlisted in the U.S. Navy for three
years. lie is now stationed at Great
Lakes. lit.
Sixty. years ago
The Kentucky Department of
Health announced today that 104
new cases of polio had been
reported throughout the state so
far this month.
Recent births reported include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ervin
Mardis. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Brooks. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse R. Thompson. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James R. Rhoades, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Caldwell and a boy to Mr. and
NIrs. James Collins.

DEAR ABBY: I arn a 20year-old female who has recently- come to tenns with the fact
that I aril bltieWill. My problem lies in
the fact that
I ani strongly' attracted
to one of my
best friends.
I have liked
her for several years.
And she is a
large part of
the reason I
discovered I
By Abigail
was bisexuVan Buren
al.
know
she is straight and won't ever
feel the same about me. but
every' time I'm around her. my
romantic feelings for her start
up again.
It has reached the point
where I'm considering avoiding her to stop these feelings.
None of my close friends are
gay'. and I don't feel comfortable discussing this with them.
Is there any way I can still
he friends with het without
being so intensely attracted to
her'? -- ATTRACTED TO MY
BEST FRIEND
DEAR ATTRACTED: You
can do something about your
actions. but not about your
feelings. You will probably
always be attracted to your
friend. You will he less attracted -- and better able to handle your feelings -- once you
have become involved with
someone else.

ed to him because of some
dental issues.
Shortly after we started dating he told me he chew's tobacco. which has contributed to
his yellowing teeth. Because
of this I find it hard to kiss
him. Rodney has noticed it.
but I told him I am not big
on kissing -- which is really
not the case.
How should I approach the
subject with Rodney'? This issue
keeps me from completely
falling for him. Please offer
me some advice if you can. - TURNED OFF IN SOUTH
CAROLINA
DEAR TURNED OFF: If
you truly care about Rodney.
confront the subject directly.
because if he doesn't do something about his addiction to
tobacco, your romance won't
last. Tell him you weren't honest about how you fee.] about
kissing and that his breath and
yellow teeth have kept youlrom
fully enjoying it.
Most people don't realize
how dangerous and addictive
chewing tobacco is. Studies
show that the amount of nicotine in the bloodstream of
"chewers" is twice as great as
for smokers. Chewing tobacco is a cause for cancer of
the mouth, lip. tongue. cheek
and throat. heart disease, nvoth
decay and receding gums, as
well as halitosis (bad breath).
Nicotine gum can help Rodney quit and possibly save his
life. So speak up -- for his
sake. And yours.

DEAR ABBY: I have been
seeing "Rodney" for four
months. He is very nice, and
we get along well. My problem is I am not totally' attract-

DEAR ABBY: When I was
in college. I dated "Alex." Three
months later I found out he
had a steady girlfriend. "Jane."
Over the next two years Alex

Roanoke Island off North Carolina.
In 1796. Cleveland, Ohio, was
founded by General Moses Cleaveland (correct).
In 1916, a bomb went off during a Preparedness Day parade in
San Francisco. killing ten people.
In 1933. American aviator Wiley
Post completed the first solo flight
around the world as he returned
to New York's Floyd Bennett Field
after traveling for seven days, 18
and 3/4 hours.
In 1937. the Senate rejected

President Franklin D. Roosevelt's
proposal to add more justices to
the Supreme Court.
In 1942. the Nazis began transporting Jews from the Warsaw
Ghetto to the Treblinka concentration camp.
In 1943. American forces led
by General George S. Patton captured Palermo. Sicily, during World
War II.
In 1946. Jewish extremists blew
up a wing of the King David
Hotel in Jerusalem. killing 90 people.

Dear Abby

Today In History
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The
BEAD REPRIEVE
Story
Dear Heloise: Clothing with
Behind
beads arid embroidery can be hard
Softeners
to press. So, tum a garment inside
Dear out and fold a terry.-cloth towel
Heloise: undet it. That way. the beads and
What is the threads can sink into the towel
difference and make for a smooth finish
between v.ithout puckering on the front.
FABRIC
1 really' enjoy. your newspaper
SOFTENERS column and books. and once
AND WATER
was fortunate enough to meet you
SOFTEN- when you were in Canton, Ohio.
ERS? -- A
You questioned my name when
Reader, via eyou signed my' hook. Yes. it's on
mail
my birth certificate. and there's a
Good question. one we took cute story. behind my name. -- Veneto our friends at the American tia, North Canton. Ohio
Cleaning Institute, and this is what
GIFT-WRAP CONTAINER
they had to say:
Dear Heloise: Instead of spendFabric softeners do just what ing a lot of money on plastic contheir name implies -- they soften tainers tor gift-wrapping paper. a
washable fabrics. They' can make 5-gallon paint bucket that has been
items softer and smoother. and thoroughly cleaned will hold sevdecrease static cling and wrin- eral rolls. Also, you can buy tool
kling. Always follow the bottle's aprons for these buckets at many
label as to how much to use per hardware stores. These ;Aprons wrap
load.
around the bucket and are held
Water softeners soften water. in place with snaps. The various
They can help detergents work pouches on the apron can hold
better. Again, follow package direc- scissors. tape. ribbon. gift tags
tions.
and various other supplies needHope this answers your ques- ed. Plus. the bucket has a handle
tion. If you have any other ques- for toting around. -- Carolyn in
tions. send them along tor Heloise Texas
Central to research. -- Heloise
BOX NUMBERING
Dear Heloise: After reading

4
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EVERY SALE 15 AN INVENTORY
fl'EDUCTION SALE. IN FACT,
EVERY MINUTE PIE 5tORE /5
OPEN, TIE
AND THEN
.
OSJECT 15 TO
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INVENTORf
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NOT GOING
TO BARK AT YOU

Dr. Gott
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38 Bedding plant
39 Cleans fish
40 River islet
41 Stroke of good
fortune
43 Turned on
47 Woosnarn of gotf
48 Mad emperor
50 Field mouse
51 Family docs
52 MTV watcher
53 Cartoon shrieks

1 Witticism
5 Make an effort
to resist
9 Magna — laude
12 "Iliad" city
13 Roman historian
14 Authorizes
15 District
17 White heron
19 Practical ques
ton
20 Slightly open
21 Madonna role
24 Advertise
27 Dash
28 Search high
and low
29 Earth s star
30 Down for the
count
31 Fixes potatoes
32 Wobblies union
33 MPG monitor
34 Pre-owned
35 Singer Hendryx
36 Mariachi vvear
1

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
1 Amts of oil
2 Suffix with fail
3 Winter Games
org
4 Large snake
5 Go with the —
6 Bonn single
7 Reno loc
8 Salon requests
{2 wds
9 Rust
10 Banio cousin
11 Denver hrS
16 Atom f agment
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WHEN I'M OUT WALKiN6
I ALWAYS FEEL SAFER
WiTN MY 006 FOLLOWING
RI6NT

about numbering packing boxes,
I wanted to let you know that it
works really well. I even noted
which books I had in my boxes
so I could fill my bookshelves
with my books in alphabetical
order by author. Makes it so easy
to keep up with my books and
find speeitic ones -- Kate in Texas
HOT-DOG BUN
Dear Heloise: After buying
shortcake for many years for
dessert. I wonder why bakeries
don't make a similar cradle for
hot dogs. If they' would hollow
out the top and the bottom of the
hot-eisig bun, it vvould then receive
the hot dog and we could pile
on the mustard. onions. relish.
etc., and it would not fall apart
-- Nancy in Fort Worth. Texas
PHOTO OP
Dear Heloise: When visitin2
relatives in a nursing home. take
family photo albums. with r!.
tures of family reunions,
tions, weddings and graduations
They help create sonic bright
moments -- A Reader in San
Angels). Texas
ZIPPERED BAGS
Dear Heloisr: I reuse the big
zippered plastic bags that comforters. etc.. come in: I make small
wreaths for holidays and seasons
and store them in the bags
Tina from Ohio

Crosswords
(

DEPARTMENT
51Glf? 15 HAVING AN
INVENTORY REDUCTION
5ALE.

Symptoms include fatigue, au
ins rease in hunger and thirst
blurred v own and 'skin ulcets Mai
don't heal well. Complications can
be serious alit, can include heart
disease. stroke. poor vision. kidney
failure. aerve damage, poor cacti
lation and a host sit other condi
tions
Prevention is key' with the disorder to prevent your diabetes from
progressing to type I. If appropriate, try. to lose weight. since excess
w.eight can keep your body from
making and using Insulin properly.
Reduce your salt and alcohol
intake. Make better choices when
grocery shopping. Keep fresh vegetables such as carrot and celery
sticks readily available to snack on
while watching television. Eat
properly and coordinaie a program
of regular exercise, such as riding a
bicycle or golfing. A simple walk
around the block daily is good. Ask
your physician or endocrinologist
if referral to a dietician would help.
If you have a conununity center
nearby. sign tip for swinuning or
aerobics classes. Get a friend to
join you. There's niore incentive it
you have company
If medication is appropriate. take
it according to your physician's
directions. Follow nis No Flour.
No Sugar diet. 1 hav.e received
countless communications from
readers stating they have brought
their diabetes. cholesterol levels
and hy.pertension under control and
have been able to discontinue their
medication while on my diet. Stay
active and in control. With a little
motivation. help and direction, you
should see amazing results.
To provide related information, I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Living with
Diabetes Mellitus.- Other readers
who would like a copy' should send
a self-addressed stamped No. 10
envelope and a S2 check or money
order to Newsletter. P.O. Box 167.
Wickliffe. OH 44092-0167.

thurscia.,Itil 22. :.1110
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I have heen
a type 2 diabetic for Mur years
now A'hat is the difference
between type 1 and type 2 diabetes.'
DEAR READER: Diabetes is a
disorder in which blood-glucose
levels
are
above
normal. People
develop diabetes either
because the
pancreas
doesn't produce
adequate insulin
or
because
the cells in
the muscles,
liver and fat
By
don't
use
Dr. Peter Gott insulin properly..
This
results is gluseise remaining in the
blood and elevating levels at the
same time cells crave the energy
necessary to function properly.
There are two types of diabetes.
type 1 and type 2, with the latter
being most common. Type I indicates a person is dependent on
insulin and requires regular injections that are self-administered
because the body fails to produce
enough. if any, insulin. This form
generally. develops before the age
of 30 and affects about 10 percent
of all diabetics_ Type 2. on the other
hand. signifies insulin resistance.
These people produce adequate
insulin levels. but the body is
unable to use it properly_ Some
may even need insulin injections in
order to stimulate the pancreas.
This form can occur in people of all
ages and is more prevalent in obese
people. Hispanics and Native
Americans. Some cases of type 2
diabetes have a strong genetic basis
while others do not. There does
appear to be hereditary. susceptibility'. but this is not always the case in
those who develop diabetes.

Hints From Rio's°

By 'the Associated Press
today is Thursday July 22.
the 203rd day of 2010. There are
162 days left in the year.
loday's Highlight in History:
On July 22. 1934. bank robber John Dillinger was shot to death
by federal agents outside Chicago's Biograph Theater. where he
had lust seen the Clark Gable movie
Manhattan Melodrama.On this dateT
In 1587. an English colony
fated to vanish under mysterious
circumstances ma. established on
Et /eak 13

Differentiating two
types of diabetes
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Calloway County Conservation Distool and Estill County
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2010-2011 School Calendars

tie

••
••
Aft* Murray Independent dla:

Calloway County

August 2. 2010 - Professional Development
August 3, 2010 - Opening Day
August 4. 2010 - First Day for Students
September 6. 2010 - Labor Day
September 12-17 & 20-24. 2010 - KCCT Window
October 11-15, 2010 - Fall Break
October 11-12, 2010 - Professional Development
November 2, 2010 - Election Day
November 24. 2010 - Professional Development
November 24-26, 2010 - Thanksgiving Break
December 20-31, 2010 - Winter Break
January 17. 2011 - Martin Luther King Day
February 21. 2011 - Presidents' Day
March 15. 2011 - ACT
March 18, 2011 - Mini-break
April 4-8. 2011 - Spring Break
April 18-22 & 25-29. 2011 - KCCT Window
May 16, 2011 - Last Day for Students
May 17, 2011 - Election Day
May 18. 2011 - Closing Day
If for al11" MUM. 501001 is cancelled. the fidlowing is a list ol makeup
days: First day missed - December 20. 2010; Second day missed - December 21, 2010: Third day missed - February 21. 2011; Fourth das. missed.
March IS, 2011: Filth day missed. May IS. 2011: Sault day missed, May
/9. 2011: Seventh dos mi.s.sed, May 20. 2011: Eighth dm- missed. May 23.
2011: Nittth day IlliANed. May 24. 2011: Tenth day missed. May 25. 2011.

August 9. 2010 - Planning Day
August 10, 2010 - Professional Development
August 11, 2010 - Opening Day
August 12, 2010 - First Day for Students
September 6, 2010 - Labor Day
September 12-17 & 20-24, 2010 - KCCT Window
October 11-15, 2010 - Fall Break
November 2, 2010 - Professional Development
November 24-26, 2010 - Thanksgiving Break
December 20-31, 2010 - Winter Break
January 17. 2011 - Martin Luther King Day
February 21. 2011 - Presidents' Day
March 15. 2011 - Testing: School in session
March 18. 2011 - Professional Development
March 29. 2011 - Testing: School in session
April 4-8. 2011 - Spring Break
April 18-22 & 25-29, 2011 - KCCT Window
May 17, 2011 - Professional Development
May 24. 2011 - Last Day for Students
May 25, 2011 - Closing Day
fitr anY
schoo/ is cancelled. the following is a list of makeup
days: First day missed - February 21, 2(111: Second day
mis.ved - March
IS. 2011: Third day missed - May 26, 2011. Fourth day missed
- May 27.
2011.

For updated calendar information, visit
u.Murray.kyschools.us

For updated calendar information, visit
wu.Callou at .k12.ky.us
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Murray Independent
schedules upcoming back to
school events, registration
111

Window

lent
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)11
)0,

of makeup
- March
I 27,

Special to the Ledger
The following fee dates have
been established at each Murray
Independent School District school:
The Murray Elementary School
Summer Open House was June 22,
2010.
For Murray Middle School, fee
day is scheduled for Tuesday, July
27, 2010 from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. A $25 dollar fee is payable
that day that covers student agenda planners. locker fee, computer
fee, literary program-student novel,
science program, art program and
projects and activities. This fee was
approved by the MMS SBDM in
March.
At Murray High School. the fee
is based on curriculum. All seniors. juniors and sophomores may
pick up their schedules and pay
their fees on the designated days
from 9-11 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
The office will be closed from I I 12:30 p.m.
Dates for MHS students are as
follows: Seniors, August 2. Juniors,

August 3 and Sophomores. August
4. A Freshman orientation is scheduled for Monday, August 9 from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. Lunch will be provided.
Bob Rogers, Superintendent. Murray Independent School District, said
the Murray administration is excited about another school year opening August 12. Rogers indicated the
implementation of numerous academic additions, along with various facility updates, and new staff
members are in place. "The new
physical fitness program .at Murray
middle School, the. teaching of Spanish to elementary arid middle school
students and the addition of the
Kentucky Scholars program added
to the updates in our facilities has
us ready for a new productive school
year."
For more information. visit
www.Murray.kyschools.us.
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Calloway County schools set
dates for registration,information
Special to the Ledger
Information tor the Calloway
County School System's 201°2011 registration dates have
been announced.
For
Calloway
County
Preschool, registration packet
pickup will be on Wednesday,
July 28. 2010 from 7 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and Thursday, July
29, 2010. from 7 a.m. to 6
p.m. An open house is scheduled for Thursday, August .5.
2010, from 4-6 p.m.
For East Calloway Elementary School, registration packet pickup and school fee payment ($20) was Tuesday. July
20, 2010. A "Back to school
night.
' will be held Thursday,
July 29, 2010 at 6 p.m.
For North Calloway Elementary School, registration packet pickup and school fee payment ($20) was Thursday. July.
15. 2010. A "Back to school
night- will he held Thursday.

-.)1 qi:0;19%.
It's Back-To-SchoolitTimet
Please DRNE SAFLEVI

701 Main St. Murray •1270) 753-527,1• vnvw.parkerford.cout

July 22. 2010 from 4:30-6:30
p.m.
For Southwest Calloway
Elementary School. packets
were sent home with current
sturents in early May 2010
that were to be returned by
the end of the school year.
New student registration packet pickup was Thursday, July
15, 2010. A "Back to school
night" event for Kindergarten,
First Grade and Second Grade
was held Tuesday, July 20,
2010. A "Back to school night"
event for Third, Fourth and Fifth
Grades is scheduled for Thursday, July 22 at 6 p.m.
For Calloway County Middle School, packets were sent
home with current sturents in
early May. 2010 that were to
be retumed by the end of the
school year. Registration day
for all students, including payment of the school fee ($20)
is set for Monday, July 26.

2010 from 12-8 p.m. Registration makeup days are Tuesday, July 27 through the start
of school from 8 a.m. to 3
p.rn. An open house night is
scheduled for Tuesday, August
2, 2010 from 5-7 p.m. Regular office hours (8 a.m. to 3
p.m.) begin on Tuesday. July
27. 2010.
Fo.. Calloway County High
School. registration for current
students was conducted in May
2010. New student registration
was Tuesday, July 20, 2010.
Student may pick up their
schedules and pay fees on the
following days: Seniors, juniors and sophomores. Monday,
July 26. 2010 from I I a.m.
to 6 p.m.: Freshmen, Tuesday,
July 27, 2010 from 1-6 p.m.:
Makeup day is Wednesday.
July 28. 2010 from 8 a.m. to
3 p.m.
For more information. visit
www.Calloway.k12.ky.us.
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2010-2011 Eastwood Christian Academy Calendar

KYSER LOUGHILedger & T,rnes tile photo
BACK TO SCHOOL: Chnstina West. first and second grade teacher
at Eastwood
Christian Academy, checks the binder of first-grader Emily Maran; at the beginnin
g
of the spring 2010 semester.

Ownerd:140a Byar.,

Barbara Barnat(270) 295-9372

August 15. 2010 - First tuition
payment due
August 23. 2010 - Parent/Student
Onentation*
August 24. 2010 - First Day of School
September 6, 2010 - Labor Day
September 17. 2010 - Grandparents
Day - Noon dismissal and no
Ext. Care
September 24. 2010 - Progress
Report #1
October I 1. 2010 - Columbus Day
October 20. 2010 - Report Cards.
First Quarter
October 21-22. 2010 - Fall Break
November
2010 - Parent/Teacher
Meeting
November 19, 2010 - Progress
Report 02
November 23. 2010 - School-wide
Thanksgiving Feast - Noon
dismissal and no Ext. Care
November 24-26 - Thanksgiving Break
December 14. 2010 - Report Cards.
Second Quarter - Noon
dismissal and no Ext. Care
December 15, 2010 - Christmas Break
begins
January' 3. 2011 - First day of Spring
Semester
January 17. 2011 - Martin Luther
King Day
January' 28. 2011 - Progress

0
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Report *3
February 1-28. 2011 - Preregistration for 2011-2012 (
families only)
February 21. 2011 - Presidents' Day
March 1-31. 2011 - Open
registration for 2011-2012
March 4. 2011 - Report Cards.
Third Quarter
Nlarch 7. 2011 - Parent/Teacher
Meeting. 6 p.m.
March 14-25 2011 - Achievement
Tests (K5 to 12th Grade
April I. 2011 - Walk-A-Thon/ShootA-Thon 'Murray State RSEC.
9-11 a.m.)
April 1. 2011 - Progress Report #4
April 4-8. 2011 - Spring Break
April 22. 2011 - Good Friday
Apnl 29. 2011 - All School
Program*, 7 p.m., Noon
dismissal and no Ext. care
May 13. 2011 - K5 Graduation, 7
p.m.. last day of school for K4
and K5
May 16-18. 2011 - Final Exams,
Noon dismissal and no Ext. care
May 18, 2011 - Last Day of School
Noon dismissal and no Ext. care
Nlay 20. 2011 - High School
Graduation*, 7 p.m.
* All students and at least one
parent are required to attend
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Back-To-School Night: Attendance is important
By Tresa Erickson
Adbuilder.com
After vveeks ot shopping and getting your
child ready for school. the first day has
finally arrived. You did it. You got through
the summer. you got your child ready for
school and they're off for another exciting
year. You can sit back and relax. and then
the bomb drops. Your child gets off the
bus in the afternoon with a reminder that
Fnday is Back-to-School Night. Ugh, you
just got them off to school. Why in the
world would you want to spend your one
free night this week going to your child's
school? Why. because it is important that
you meet with the staff. most importantly
your child's teacher. and see firsthand what
your child experiences every day.
Most schools host a Back-to-School Night
on a weekday' within the first month that
school starts. At the event. you can expect
to meet a variety of staff members. including your child's pnncipal. teachers, aides.
and of course, fellow parents. Some schools
require parents attend the night with their
children, while others insist parents come
alone. Follow the recommendation of your
child's school and be prepared to get a glimpse
of what your child goes through each day
while there.
The events at Back-to-School Night vary
by school. Chances are you will spend some
of your time in your child's classroom

becoming familiar with their daily routine
as well as the teacher's expectations. methtxiology, grading policy. disciplinary' plan and
other objectives. If your child has several
teachers. you will probably meet with all
of them for a short penod of time. If you
have mole than one child in school, you
will either have to divide your time among
all of the teachers or ask your spouse or
a relative to come with you and sit in for
you on some of the meetings.
If you have any general questions for
your child's teachers. this is your opponunity to ask them. If you have specific questions regarding your child. arrange to meet
with the teacher another time to discuss
your concerns. Before you leave each meeting. get the teacher's contact information
and find out how they prefer to be contacted. by' e-mail. voice mail or note.
Along with meeting your child's teachers. you will probably get a chance to meet
the principal. tour the school and sign up
for any parent-teacher organizations. Make
sure you take full advantage of whatever
opportunities exist. The more connected you
are to the school, the better informed you
will be.
It may not be convenient, but Back-toSchool Night is important. Don't dismiss
KYSER LOUGH ' Ledger & limes
the event. Go to it. find out everything
you can about your child's school. routine Students and parents listen as Patti McIntosh. or "Ms Mac" introduces herand teachers, and be an informed parent.
self during Southwest Calloway Elementary's recent Back to School night.

...with an Eye Examimatiovi
Since much of a child's learning
experience is visual, it is important your
child have his or her eyes checked.

hop
rits!

Voted so
Optometrist

'PLifS!

During the first 12 years, 800ercent of what
a child learns is obtained through vision.

TOO://

Dr. Payne provides affordable eye
examinations and a large selection of eyewear
for children.

'15

Mast Insurance Accepted

A8if

"Quality Eyecare For The Entire Family"
506 N. 12th Si,Suite G • Murray
Dr. Douglac IC Payne

EYES & EYEWEAR

753-5507)
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Schools busy with summer renovations, additions

Thursday. J

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
While school is out of session for the
summer, the halls of local elementary.
middle and high schools are far from
empty.
Summer is the prime time for routine
deep cleaning, touch-up painting and even
some major renovations at local schools.
After voting in April to issue $3.2 million in revenue bonds, the Calloway County. School District directed the funds toward
construction projects at many campus sites.
A new soccer concession and restroom building airrently has the walls up, as does a
district storage building. The Calloway
County Preschool building has a new roof
in place and is awaiting metal roofing
over the entryway. The building also had
the stucco replaced. A new roof has also
been put on the Board of Education Central Office. The bus garage has new aboveground fuel tanks and a fueling station
after the existing in-ground tanks were
removed. Nev.' siding and roof work is
currently in progress at the garage. At
Calloway County High School, new red
plastic bleachers will be installed on the
visitor side of the gym and the tennis
courts will be resurfaced. Calloway County Middle School is also receiving new

See Next Page
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Photo provded
The front of Calloway County Preschool is covered with scaffolding as progress
on reworking the stucco facade is ongoing. The building also is receiving a new root as part of a multi-million dollar constructi
on initiative in the district.
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Renovations...
From previous page

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
Photo prowled

ade is ongo-

Students leaving Murray Elementary School to walk to the bus or a car will now walk under new canopies
installed this summer. The canopies were originally part of a previous renovation project to the school but construction was postponed until this summer.

Murray

bleachers and most of the MAC is being replaced.
The projects were designed to be completed before
school starts in the fall. something that may come
down to the wire for bigger projects such as the
HVAC replacement.
"We're seeing progress on all sites, but we'll be
keeping a close watch on the tight schedule at the
Middle School,- said Kennith Bargo. incoming Calloway superintendent. "They're on schedule now.
but they have a huge job to replace the HVAC system. and we have an unmovable completion date
of Aug. 4 - the first day of school for our students."
Within the Murray Independent School District.
four major projects are in various stages of progress.
The only one currently completed is the addition of
canopies over some of the sidewalks at Murray Elementary School. Supenntendent Bob Rogers said
the canopies were initially intended to be added in
a previous renovation but had to be postponed.
Tne M1SD recently collected bids for the replacement of bleachers on the upper level of the gym
in Murray High School and hopes to have work
begin soon. Rogers said it may not be complete
before school starts but will be done before the
start of the winter sports season. The new bleachers will be fully enclosed and have handrails.
Two other projects for the M1SD are just getting off the ground and bidding for them opens
today. The projects are a roof replacement on a
portion of MES and window replacements at Murray Middle School. Rogers said windows on the
side of MMS that faces 8th Street and the back. of
the building are old and have been leaking water.

Calloway County ...

Home to two great school systems, one nationally ranked
university, and only one financial institution — The Murray Bank.
As Murray's only local bank, all the educational support
provided by The Murray Bank stays right here in your hometown,
helping your kids and neighbors! So, whether your kids are into
academics, athletics, the arts, or all the above, your friends at
The Murray Bank are supporting them and their school system.
What else would you expect from Murray's only local bank?
The Murray Bank — small enough to know you...big enough
to serve you!

1...
he4)
Mui ay Bank
405 South 12th Street & 700 North 12th Street
270-753-5626
www.themurraybank.com
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Making the return to school: It's never too late
By Roncia Addy
Adbuildercom
For one re_ason or another. you're considenng going back to school. You've been
out for so long you're not sure you can
do it. Sure. you're older and wiser now,
but you're still going to feel out of place
among all of those 18-year-olds. You won't
have much in common with them, and
you're not sure how you are going to balance school. family and career.
Before retuming to school. you need to
consider how committed you are and the
amount of tirne you have available. Are
you willing to give up your free time so
you can study? Do you have the time to
juggle everything? Being able to focus and
stay. conunitted will give you a better
chance of success. If you are hesitant, you
might want to start with one or two class-

imam.
i

es and see how things go from there.
you are and choose among the schools College Level Examination Program(CLEP).
Deciding to return to school is just the there. Community colleges are designed for
You may earn three to 12 college credits
beginning. You will need to select a pro- two years of study and award associate's
by taking the CLEP exam and demonstratgram of study and a degree. You could degrees. They cost less than four-year colget a certificate, indicating you have com- leges. often have less stringent admission ing knowledge in a particular subject. Keep
pleted a number of courses in a specific requirements and may offer certificate pm- in mind this must be backed by work expearea. You could get an associate's degree, grams and job training programs. Vocation- hence, published works, specialized trainindicating you have completed two years al colleges offer a variety of training pro- ing, military or community service, or cerof full-time academic study. You could get grams in areas such as business, the culi- tification or licensing.
a bachelor's degree, indicating you have nary arts, paralegal training and fashion
Before going back to school, make sure
completed four years of full-time academ- desigm. Public and private four-year col- you
have researched all your options and
ic study. Should you want to continue your leges and universities award bachelor's
know your limitations. Talk to other older
studies further, you may get a master's or degrees in a number of subject areas. They
a doctorate degree. The latter- is the hig,h- cost more but compensate for that with students. FASO yourself back into the process
by taking a few classes that interest you.
est level of academic study a person can MOM financial aid.
ac hieve.
If sitting in a classroom doesn't appeal Attend any campus orientations and learn
The school you attend will depend upon to you, there are other options. You could everything you can. Remember, you are going
where you plan to live and what's avail- study at home through distance-leaming back to school because you want to, so
able in that area. You could select a school schools. These offer classes and assign- relax. It won't be easy. but you just might
and move there, or you could stay where ments online. You might also look into the enjoy yourself.
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Home-school options: curriculum or not
CAROLE FELDMAN
Associated Press Writer
Janice Hedin's son was into model rockets, so she used that as a starting point
for his home-school curriculum. Her
daughter loved horses, and that became
a focal point for her education.
"She owned it," said Hedin, of Maple
Valley, Wash. "It was hers. didn't have
to force anything because she loved
every minute of it."
Some home-school parents create their
own curriculum for their kids. "There
should never be a set curriculum," said
Hedin. 'Every child is so unique. Our
goal as parents is to custom design the
education that fits our children."
For those who find that daunting.
there are many prepared curricula available for home schooling, as well as
guides to what a child should know at
each grade and age. Material is available online and in libraries, at bookstores and through home-school support
groups.
The World Book. for example. provides a free online guide detailing typical courses of study for students from
pre-kindergarten to 12th grade.
The National Center of Education Statistics reported last April that about 1.5
million American children were homeschooled in 2007, representing 2.9 percent of the school-age population. The
number of home-school children increased
by 74 percent since 1999. The upward
trend is believed to be continuing.
As a first step, parents new to home
schooling should check out their state's
Jaws. Helen Hegener. director of the American Homeschool Association, noted that
there is a wide variety in state requirements.
In Washington state. for example. parents must meet specific qualifications to
home-school. Instruction must be given

in rnath, science, history, reading, writing, spelling and other subjects — but
parents have flexibility in determining how
the subjects will be taught.
In Alaska, by comparison. there "axe
no requirements to notify, seek approval,
test, file forms, or have any teacher
qualifications. The burden is on the state
to prove that parents are not teaching
their children," according to the Home
School Legal Defense Association.
That organization has information on
its NVeb site about the laws in each of
the 50 states. Local home-school support groups also are good resources on
state statutes and regulations.
Parents also must decide how they
want to teach their children. There are
different styles of home schooling, from
a traditional, structured, school-type setting to "unschooling." where the child
sets the parameters for learning.
"Unschooling is totally throwing out the
curriculum." said Hegener. who said she
never had a textbook in the house when
she home-schooled her children in Alaska. "Life itself is a learning resource."
One popular form of home schooling
is unit studies. "Basically. take something like trains, say. and it's amazing
what you can learn," Hegener said.
Among the questions parents should
ask in deciding how to home-school:
—Do I want to create my own curriculum or use a prepared one'? Do I
even need a curriculum'?
—Do I want to use a textbook?
—How will I keep track of my child's
progress?
The key is knowing your child. Hedin
said.
She urges parents to discover their
children's interests, what excites them
and what they want to learn.
"Then, together you begin to seek out
resources and curriculum. You do it as

Sandra's School of Dance
Announces Registration for the Fall Term!!

•

Classes offered in:
p • Ballet • Hip-Hop • Tumbling • Pointe

a team,' she said.
Home-school associations provide a
forum for families to share ideas, resources
— even instruction. It's a way to find
out what has worked for others and what
hasn't, and what is available in the community to supplement home learning.
Many associations hold conferences that
include workshops and exhibits on curriculum. Some offer standardized testing, with certified proctors. for families
that want it.
Hedin said she's not mathematically
inclined, so when her son wanted to
learn algebra she went to a local homeschool support group to find other students who were interested, and placed
an ad for an instructor.
She also fonned a small cooperative
with other families to take field trips,
do crafts and plan other projects built
around various themes. "We were really active with other home schoolers,"
she said.
"We support one another," said Shelly
Nelson of the Crossroads Areas Home
School Association of Bloomington, Ill.
When people inquire about curriculum, Nelson said. she asks about their
teaching style and their child's learning
style.
"There are different ways to educate
your children," she said. "When you get
to the junior high and high school level,
I believe there is a great need for some
books."
That doesn't necessarily mean going
to one curriculum company for all subjects, she said. "You choose the best
curricula for each subject level."
But buying curricula and textbooks
can be costly, especially if it means purchasing several until you find one you
like.
To help parents. the association's
National Home-School Honor Society

chapter created a curriculum closet filled
with material collected from publishers
and home-school families. Some of the
400 or so volumes are religion-based:
others are secular.
One company offering home-school
curricula is TiineilLearning. Operations
manager Jennifer Eaton said the computer-based material is "like your textbook laid out on your desk." Often used
along with other materials, the programs
also grade children's work and track their
progress.
"Parents will need to be involved not
to teach the things, but they should be
there to support the child," Eaton said.
Some parents like a prepared curriculum because it gives them "confidence
in knowing they are really providing
their children with a comprehensive academic foundation," said Michelle Simpson-Siegel, director of the high school
program at Oak Meadow Curriculum and
School in Brattleboro, Vt.
"The parent is the primary teacher,"
she said.
Oak Meadow offers a distance-leaming program where students are enrolled
at the school and are assigned teachers.
She said the arrangement provides the
student with freedom and flexibility, as
well as an academic record for college
admissions officers.
While some home-school parents grade
their children, Hedin said. she didn't.
"What was key to me was progress —
progress on their timetable."
Online:
American Homeschool Association:
http://americanhomeschoolassociation.org
Home School Legal Defense Association: http://www.hsIda.org
World
Book
course
guidelines:
http://www.worldbook.com/typical_course
_of_study.html

TAYLOR FAMILY DENTAL
1101)

DR. RANDY TAILOR, D.M.D.
DR. RICHARD VONNAHME, D.M.D.

All children 3+ are welcome!!
For further information please contact Sandra Stone at

(270) 753-9201

270-293-3590

www.murradentist.com

Located on the corner of South 9th Street and Fairlane Drt

'

700 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY
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2010-11 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS
School supply lists are as pmvided br the respective districts.

at school)
Wish List: Modeling clay.
1 pencil box (approx. 5x8)
Second Grade
paper sacks, paper plates. cot1 pkg. of 10-12 count #2
3 spiral notebooks
ton balls
pencils
4 composition books
1 spiral notebook
6 plastic two-pocket folders
Third Grade
1 plastic folder with holes (no brads)
10 pkgs. yellow #2 pencils
1 clipboard
6 pkgs. 3" square Post-it notes (no mechanical)
1 pkg. 3" square Post-it notes
40-50 pencils (Paper Mate
4 pkgs. wide-ruled notebook
1 composition notebook
or Ticonderoga preferred)
paper
Package of era.sers
2 notebooks (I subject. no
First Grade
2 block erasers
spiral)
2 boxes, 24-count crayons
Package of red pens
7 folders
Box of 8 washable markers
Package of blue pens
2 pkgs. pencil top erasers
Fiskar
scissors
School
box
2
24-packs of crayons
All students
2 Boy:a glue sticks (purchase
Scissors
I pencil pouch (no boxes)
Backpack (no wheels), no
2 boxes of crayons
2 Itoya glue sticks (purchase
trapper keepers or large binders, at school)
4 plastic two-pocket folders
Washable markers
at school)
I folder. One per family only:
2 bottles Elmer's school glue
6 pkgs. 3"square Post-it notes
Clorox wipes, Germ-X. facial (no brads)
wid2espni
ira
iel)notebooks(100-sheet.
2 Expo dry erase markers
Markers (optional)
tissues
2 large boxes of facial tis1 composition book
24 regular #2 pencils with sue
1 large box Clorox wipes
Kindergarten
1 large box Clorox wipes
3 boxes of tissues
1 box, 24-count regular size erasers
3" square Post-it notes
Clipboard
Scissors
crayons
Index cards
Ziploc baggies (sandwich,
Wish list: Expo markers,
1 box, Crayola washable
Colored
pencils
quart,
gallon)
Germ-X
marlcers
Ziploc baggies (sandwich,
2 Itoya glue sticks (purchase
2 Itoya glue sticks (purchase
quart. gallon)
at school)
Fourth Grade

Calloway
County School
District

East Calloway,
Elementary' School

60 #2 pencils
20 pencil top erasers
1 box of crayons
Three-ring binder
1 pkg. of subject dividers
for binder
4 pocket folders with holes
for binder
2 pkgs.. wide-ruled notebook paper
3 spiral notebooks
Scissors
2 Itoya glue sticks (purchase
at school)
I plastic school box (5x8)
3 large boxes of facial tissue
6 pkgs. 3"square Post-it notes
Wish list: Clorox wipes, highlighters. black dry erase markers
Fifth Grade
3" square Post-it notes
Box of crayons or colored
pencils
I composition book
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2010-11 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS
2 Itoya glue sticks (purchase
at school)
1 highlighter
2 pkgs. loose-leaf notebook
paper
6 two-pocket folders with
brads
#2 pencils (no mechanical)
2 pkgs. of pens (I red, 1
blue or black)
1 clipboard
Scissors
Pencil pouch
2 boxes facial tissue
Dry erase markers
Clorox wipes

20 regular pencils
6 fu-st grade tablets
4 pocket folders
1 backpack/bag
1 box crayons
16 glue sticks
1 pair blunt point scissors
1 plastic school box (cigar
box size)
6 block rubber erasers
2 boxes facial tissue
1 box Clorox wipes

I pack color copy paper
pack cap eraser
2 spiral notebooks
1 box sandwich-size zipper
baggies
1 can Clorox wipes
1 pkg. red pens

Southwest
Calloway
Elementary School

Kindergarten
1 book bag
5 folders (solid colors only)
Fourth Grade
1 package Crayola "Twista*No trapper keepers
bles" crayons
1 pkg. loose leaf paper
12 glue sticks
1 box colored pencils or
1 pair Fiskars blunt scissors
crayons
1 box of Kleenex
Second Grade
6 pocket folders
1 refill box of baby wipes
20 sharpened pencils
40 pencil top erasers
1 package washable mark1 box 24-count crayons
3 boxes facial tissue
ers
4 block rubber erasers
1 glue stick
1 package regular crayons
1 third grade writing tablet
zipixred pencil holder
Specials: Box of 24-i- crayons.
1 plastic school box (cigar
1 150-page spiral notebook glue stick. package baby wipes
box size)
Wish list: Wiggly Eyes
4 boxes facial tissue
All students
Fifth Grade
(crafts) package. 1 box brads,
1 pair sharp point scissors
Any backpack or bag is per1 pkg. loose leaf wide rule 1 package Play Doh, dry erase
4 glue sticks
mitted as long as it does not
paper
markers. magnetic tape
1 1" clear view loose leaf
have wheels
3 70-page composition book
binder
(not spiral)
First Grade
1 blacic/white composition
1Kindergarten
1 3-ring binder (2 1/2 inch)
*No trapper keepers
notebook
4 large pencils
5 pencils
1 book bag
1 box quart size Ziploc bags
1 box crayons
3 blue pens
1 package Crayola "Twista1 backpack/bag
6 3-hole pocket folders (for bles- crayons (24 count)
Third Grade
1 pocket folder
binder)
I box colored pencils (24
4 pocket folders
1 plastic school box (cigar
1 clipboard with flat clip
count)
10 pencils
box size)
1 pencil pouch to fit in
6 glue sticks
4 pkgs. loose leaf paper binder
1 pair safety scissors
1 pair Fiskars blunt scissors
(wide rule)
I nap map
1 pair sharp point scissors
1 writing tablet (purchase at
I box crayons
4 glue sticks
1 gel-type glue (4 oz)
school)
1 backpack/bag
1 can Play Doh
2 boxes facial tissue
1 box Kleenex
2 glue sticks
1 hand sanitizer
Crayons or markers
24 #2 pencils
1 pair sharp point scissors
1 box facial tissue or wet
1 black Sharpie
2 large pink erasers
2 boxes facial tissue
wipes
3 glue sticks
1 yellow plastic pocket fold1 1" loose leaf binder
====
5 plain pocket folders
er
1 zippered pencil holder
First Grade
1 blue plastic pocket folder

North Calloway
Elementary School

Orthodontist
204)9

Nor

firT91
.
Lvi"Ls
e no"1 lip

ORTHODONTICS

41,-0
ALLEN H. MOFFITT, D.M.D., M.S.D.
Diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics

Specials: box of colored pencils. glue sticks, box of Kleenex,
baby wipes
Wish list: Hand sanitizer.
Ziploc baggies. Clorox wipes
Second Grade
*No trapper keepers or
binders
2 70-count wide rule spiral
notebook
6 if2 pencils (may buy at
school)
1 pack 24-count crayons
1 pack dry erase markers
2 glue sticks
1 pack washable markers
1 pair Fiskars scissors
3 pocket folders (yellow,
blue. green)
1 pencil box (Approx. 8" x
1 pkg. wide rule notebook
paper
2 boxes Kleenex
2 large pink erasers
Specials: box regular markers, hand sanitizer. roll of paper
towels
Wish list: Magnetic tape,
Clorox bleach wipes. hand sanitizer. Elmer's glue. Play-doh
Third Grade
3 packs wide rule notebook
paper
2 packs pencils
4 pocket folders with tabs
2 spiral notebooks
1 pack c-ayons
1 pair Fiskars scissors

Serendipity
on the Square
Go Back To School In Style!
Sunglasses • Hanclbags
Jewelrij• Watches
ancl more!

1302 Johnson Boulevard
Murray, Kentucky 42071
270-753-1430

109 S. 4th Street
Court Square • Murray
761-BAGS (2247/
M-F 10-5 • Sat. 10-2
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scl
1 ruler
4 glue sticks
Big erasers
Kleenex
Washable markers
Colored pencils
3-pack index cards
Multiplication flash cards
Specials: Box of skinny
markers, 1 1-inch. 3-ring binder.
Dry erase markers, 1 package
Crayola -Twistables" crayons
Wish list: Dry. erase markers, magnetic tape. Ziploc bags
Fourth Grade
*No trapper keepers
3 pkgs. loose-leaf notebook
paper
2 pkgs. graph paper
1 three-ring binder (2-3")
1 package crayons (at least
48-cowl°
Markers
Colored pencils
2 glue sticks
Fiskar scissors

6 plain pocket folders for
2 boxes of Kleenex
3-ring binder
Graph paper
Pencils (#2.)
5 spiral notebooks (1 sub1 pencil box
ject)
3 spiral notebooks
2 large pink erasers
2 boxes of Kleenex
Specials: Set of watercolor
Ruler (inches and centime- paint. 1 1-inch. 3-ring binder.
ters)
1 roll paper towels. dry erase
2 packages index cards (100 markers
count, lined)
Wish list: Magnetic tape.
Specials: pack of glue sticks, hand sanitizer. Ziploc bags. brad
box of tissues, 1 1-inch, 3-ring fasteners
binder. Elmer's glue
Fifth Grade
Ruler
Crayons
Markers
Pencils
Colored Pencils
2 large glue sticks
Roll of Scotch tape
Scissors
6 folders
1 three-ring binder
4 pkgs. loose leaf notebook
PaPer

Kleenex should be the regular. basic box and not individual-size
Donations of an extra box
of pencils to your child's homeroom teacher would be appreciated

Pencils
Loose leaf paper
Pocket folder with brads

Art
Set of colored pencils
#2 pencil with era.ser
Pencil sharpener
Choir
Glue stick
Pencils
Ruler
Folder
paper
1 1/2" binder
Set of markers
One box of Kleenex
White blouse/shirt
Notebook paper
Black pants/skirt
--Computer Enrichment
Band
2-pocket folder
Pocket folder with brads
AB grades
Pencil
Loose leaf paper
Backpacks must be either
Pen (blue or black WI()
Pencils
clear or mesh
Loose leaf paper
Band Method Book (purNo zipper-style binders
chase at beginning of school)
No mechanical pencils, the
Technolou
Band instrument (Sixth
lead can damage classroom
flash
drive
USB
Grade:
do not purchase until
floors
Ruler divided into 16ths of tryouts are over)
Kingston USB flash drives
Uniform cleaning fee (Sevwork fine. however the Cruis- an inch, with metric
enth
and Eighth Grade only,
ers or Cniser (microcruisers)
General
Music
discussed
at beginning of
not
work
do

Eli
at

at

Calloway County
Middle School

Don't Let Asthma & Allergies Keep You
From Sports & School Activities
"Get Tested! Get Treated! Get Better!"

Richard. H. S.tcput, M.D., P:S.C.
• Physician fully trained and qualified
in the trea.tment of asthma
•

-

All evaluations donfty physicigi

•36 years experience
• Ail forms of therapy
FDA approved

C.CYLLERGY &C4THMA
CLINIC OF WEST KENTUCKY

Toll Free 1-800-756-5551
Office Locations: Murray, KY • Union City, TN
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school)
Uniform shirt (Seventh and
Eighth Grade only'. discussed
at beginning of school)
Uniform shoes (Seventh and
Eighth Grade only', discussed
at beginning of school)
Spanish
CD or USB flash drive
Index cards
Glue sticks
2-pocket folder
2 pencils
Loose leaf paper
Scissors
Composition notebook
Colored pencils/crayons

Eastwood
Christian
Academy

SUPPLY LISTS

I change of clothes
First and Second Grade
Lunch box
Pencil box
Backpack
1 box of crayons
12 inch/cm rider
2 glue sticks
I bottle school glue
1 pair pointed scissors
2 pkgs. #2 pencils with
erasers
1 white three-ring binder
2 plastic pocket folders
I pkg. loose-leaf paper(wide
rule)
1 pkg. white copy paper
1 pkg. assorted construction
paper
1 composition notebook
1 box of Kleenex
1 change of clothes

Third and Fourth Grade
Lunch box
Pencil box
Backpack
Crayons
K4 & K-5
Colored pencils
*Extended care students:
Markers
Sleeping bag for nap time
Pencils
Lunch box (for snacks)
2 red ink pens
Pencil box
2 highlighters
1 set of watercolors
12 inch/cm ruler
2 glue sticks
Scissors
1 pair blunt-edge scissors
Glue stick
1 pkg. drawing paper
Dictionary'
I pkg. construction paper
Assignment book
2 pocket folders
2 pocket folders
1 box of Kleenex
1 pkg. loose-leaf paper (wide
1 can of Play Doh
rule)
*King James Bible (Old &
New Testaments) is required
for all grades

1 pkg. white copy paper
j pkg. assorted construction
paper
1 box Kleenex

2 pocket folders with prongs
1 container W'et One anti1 pkg. clear sheet protec- bacterial hand and face wipes
tors
(no refills or individually-wrap2 pkgs. loose-leaf paper (no per singles)
spiral or tear out)
2 boxes Ziploc bags with
Fifth and Sixth Grade
I pkg. copy paper
slide locks (gallon and quart)
Pencils
1 pkg. graph paper
1 box Kleenex
Coloring pencils
1 box Kleenex
2 boxes 8-count large pri2 black ink pens
mary color Crayola crayons
2 red ink pens
Ninth to 12th Grade
2 boxes 24-count regular
Glue stick or tube
Regular ff2 pencils
size Crayola crayons
12 inch/cm ruler
Red and black pens
1 box 8-count large classic
Clear protractor and comCalculator
colors Crayola washable markpass
12 inch/cm ruler
ers
Scissors
Clear compass and protrac1 pair Fiskars safety scis3x5 index cards (ruled)
tor
sors
Dictionary
3x5 note cards (rided)
1 pkg. 12-count regular size
Assignment book
Assignment pad
#2 pencils
Three-ring binder
2 composition notebooks
4 two-pocket folders (with
1 pkg. loose-leaf paper I wide
2 pocket folders with prongs bottom pockets)
rule. no tear out)
2 one-subject spiral note2 bottles 4 oz. Elmer's white
1 pkg. white copy paper
books
school glue (no gel)
1 pkg. graph paper
3-ring binder
2 pkg. 2-count Elmers glue
I box Kleenex
Loose-leaf paper
sticks
1 pkg. copy paper
1 Red and blue folding plasSeventh and Eighth Grade
I pkg. graph paper
tic Kinder resting mat(no thick
Pencils
I pkg. clear sheet protec- blue and green resting mats)
Coloring pencils
tors
1 school box (no larger than
2 black pens
1 box Kleenex
5x8 and no zippers)
2 red pens
1 bottle Germ-X
2 spiral notebooks (wide
Dictionary
rule, non-perforated)
3x5 note cards
1 backpack (large enough
Glue
for folders, no wheels)
Scissors
Arts and Humanities: 24
12 inch/cm ruler
pack of crayons (art). extra
Clear protractor and compencils (library). [otitis shoes
pass
to be woni on all P.E. days
2 three-ring binders
======
2 spiral notebooks (single
P2 (First Grade)
subject)
2 boxes of tissue
Assignment books
I container antibacterial
2 composition notebooks
wipes
PI (Kindergarten)

et The Glow Before You Go
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1Elle's Dance Studio
TAP, BALLET,POINTE, JAZZ AND LYRICAL DANCE - AGES

3 & UP

-REGISTRATION
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Monday, August 2nd
Tuesday, August 3rd
Monday, August 9th
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903 Arcadia Circle • Murray • 753-5352 • Cell 227-32
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Elle Arant-Rose DirectorlOwner
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1 box gallon-siz.ed plastic
10 #2 lead-sharpened pen*Please label your child's
Wide masking tape
bags
cils
school supplies
Expo-brand dry erase mark1 box sandwich-sized plas1 box of small Ziploc bags
2 boxes 24-count crayons
ers
tic bags
1 pair of children's Fiskar
2 pkgs. 24 lead pencils
Roll of paper towels
=====
2 bottles of glue
scissors
1 pair of Fiskars scissors
Germ-X
Fourth Grade
24 pencils (#2 only)
1 Elmer's white schciol glue
1 large cloth pencil pouch
Clorox wipes
2 pkg. #2 pencils
2 packs washable markers (no glue sticks)
(no school boxes)
Clear packing tape
package markers
2 packs crayons
3 medium spiral notebooks
2 composition notebooks
Cap
erasers
1 package wide-rule loose
pair of Fiskars scissors
(wide rule)
2 medium spiral notebooks leaf paper
1 school box
4 pocket folders (bottom (wide rule)
Fifth Grade
1 highlighter
1 pkg. cap erasers
pockets, no side pockets)
2 pkg. of wide rule loose
*Paper and pencils will have
4 two-pocket folders
2 wide-ruled. spiral-bound
1 plastic pocket folder (bot- leaf paper
to be replenished throughout
1 pair of scissors
notebooks
torn pockets. no side pockets)
6 pocket folders (pockets at
the year as they are consumed
composition books
3 two-pocket folders
1 pencil box (8 1/2 x 5 3/4 the bottom)
quickly
1 package note cards
Dry erase markers (option- x 2 1/2)
1 pkg. cap erasers
1 three-ring binder (trapper
pencil bag
al)
2 packages pencil cap erasers
2 boxes of Kleenex
1 individual pencil sharpen- keepers are okay)
Arts and Humanities: 8 pack
2 boxes of Kleenex (large)
1 canister of antibacterial er
5 folders with pockets and
of bright or bold color wash1 container of wet wipes wipes
holes for binders (do not label)
1 box of tissue
able makers (Art), Extra pen- (antibacterial)
1 box washable markers
I large box of tissues
I box of crayons
cil (Library). tennis shoes to
Arts and Humanities: 2 extra
1 large glue stick
1 bottle liquid hand sanitiz2 large pink era.sers
be worn on all P.E. days
pocket folders, loose leaf paper,
1 bottle of glue
er
2 large glue sticks
pencil, 8 pack of broad line
1 clear view binder (1 1/2")
5 ink pens i no neon colors)
i package colored pencils
P3 (Second Grade)
markers
Optional: 1 pkg. Expo mark1 box colored pencils
1 three-ring binder (1 1/2
*No trapper keepers or
ers
large package of *2 peninch, no trapper keepers please)
binders
P4 (Third Grade)
Arts and Humanities: 1 foldOptional supplies to donate cils (mechanical pencils are
2 boxes of 24 crayons ino
*No trapper keepers of any er, tf2 pencil (Library)
okay)
to classroom:
larger)
.====
kind
4-5 packages of wide-ntled

kx)s,
1
(at I

2010-11 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS
Murray Middle
School
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2010-11 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS
ase markels

will have
hroughout
consumed

:r (trapper

ckets and
not label)
;sues
sanitiz-

on colors)
ncils
f #2 pen!mils are

wide-ruled

loose leaf paper
1 package subject dividers
(at least 6, do not label)
2 composition books (nonspiral)
I package 3x5 lined index
cards (500 count)
1 4-pack Expo markers
(large. thick tip)
1 pair scissors
I glue stick
I roll paper towels
Art: 1 package Crayola thin
line markers
Optional supplies to donate
to classroom:
I box washable markers
1 container Clorox wipes

tic
folders
(2Specials/Exploratory. 2-Language Ans. I-Math. I-Science.
2-Social Studies)
I subject wide rule notebook. 70 sheets (Social Studies)
5 pkgs. wide rule loose leaf
notebook paper (keep in locker)
2 composition notebooks
(Science. Language Arts)
4 pkgs. 100 count index
cards (Science. Language Arts)
24 #2 pencils (keep in locker)
I pkg. highlighters (keep in
locker)
1 box tissues (homeroom)
Sixth Grade
1 box of 12 colored pencils
*Backpacks must be small (keep in locker)
enough to fit inside a half lock1 pencil pouch (keep in locker
er)
4 1" binders vvith dividers
Personal enclosed pencil
(Language Arts, Math, Social sharpener (for colored pencils)
Studies. Science)
2 pkgs. 2" Post-it notes (Sci8 two-pocket/three-brad plas- ence. Language Arts)

I Flash drive (keep in lock2 pkg. loose leaf paper
er)
I book cover. non-adhesive
I basic scientific calculator (Social Studies)
(for home use)
4 composition books, colPureII Germ-X
lege rule. not spiral (Language
Optional items:
Arts. Writing. Reading. Math)
Protractor (Math)
Optional: Pencil pouch and
Expo markers
locker shelf
Disinfecting wipes
Items to purchase and tum
in to homeroom teacher:
Seventh Grade
All students:
Items to purchase arid keep
1 box of tissues
in locker:
1 Sharpie black marker (Art)
1 three-ring binder. at least
1 pkg. 4x6 index cards
2" (Language Arts)
I pkg. 3x5 index cards
I pkg. subject dividers, 5
Students with last names
tabs (Language Arts)
starting with A-N1:
2 pocket folders, preferably'
Wipes
plastic (Social Studies and Arts
Expo markers (large. chisel
and Humanities)
point)
3 two-pocket. three-prong
Students with last names
folders, preferably plastic(Math. starting with N-Z:
Reading and Science)
Purell hand sanitizer (state
1 USB flash pen drive, min- regulation- must be Purell brand)
imum 256 Nib preferred
Binder clips
I pkg. pencils. #2 wooden
or mechanical
Eighth Grade

ATTENTION BUSY PARENTS

......... .........s.
TO DO LIST
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Pick Up Kids
Dry Cleaning
Make DinnerDINNER TO GO

Let us help with your to do list!

Personalize-Back to Schooi
with...

V
Novi

BUTCHER
BLOCK

vot:ft #1
6111 Shop
in Rtureny
3 years
in a row,

Baci‘Paci‘'.

:a_ •
Try a Weeknight Dinner to Goi
Ate have done all the shopping & cooking for you
1203 Chestnut Street • Murray
761-MEAT (63213)
Monday - Saturday 10am - 6pm

Eyecare Specialties
.)0,„hioliscrtite
PrintarJ

cc-

Binder (I 1/2" or trapper
keeper)
1 pencil pouch for binder
5 subject folders
2 packages loose leaf notelx)ok paper(no spiral notebooks)
Pens (blue or black ink)
Pencils (#2 or mechanical)
I package 8 or 10 count
colored pencils
2 boxes Kleenex
I jump drive/thumb drive
for saving files
1 journal/notebook for Reading class
1 composition notebook for
Language Arts class
I journal/notebook for Science class
2 black Sharpie markers for
Art class
Optional items to be kept
in classroom:
1 package Expo markers
I package pencils or pens
Hand sanitizer
2 packages typing paper

I

cc,irt. Piot iric

•Eye health exams for glaucoma, cataracts,
diabetes. pink eye & injuties
*Back to School Eye Exams
•Designer & Budget Frames
•All Types of Contact Lenses
•Most Insurance Accepted

' Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12t11- St. • Murray • (270) 759-2500

I 2111

Sycamore Street

111urray, Kentucky
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Learning styles vary for students
Just Their Style
By Tresa Ertkson
Does your child learn in layers'? Do
they favor overviews'? Do they like to
know what the end result of a project
should be? If so. they may be a global learner Global is just one of the
many types of learning styles.
Learning is a complex process that
takes place throughout
person's life.
There are many types of learning style
models. hut all confirm that children.
like adults. learn in different ways. Here
is just a sample of some of the styles
you might encounter while looking at
the various models.

Children in this category learn best
xvith a less tactile approach. They work
well with words and tend to grasp ideas
easily They enjoy reading and follow
general directions well.

retain inuch of what they see. They also
enjoy demonstrations and find diagrams,
charts and graphs helpful.

Global learners

Children in this category learn best
by listening. They can usually block out
distracting sounds and retain most of
what they hear. They like to write down
key words and participate in discussions.

Children in this category' learn best
in layers. They like to know in the
beginning what the point of the lesson
is, that is. the reasoning behind it. and
what the end result should be. They
need to see the big picture and find
overviews helpful.

Sequential learners
Concrete learners
Children in this category learn best
w•ith a hands-on approach. Hearing or
reading about something is not enough:
doing it is better. Concrete learners are
very tactile and don't mind getting their
hands dirty. They like to make flashcards and conduct experiments.

Abstract learners

•

Children in this category learn best
with step-by-step instructions. They find
overviews a waste of time and need to
work through the lesson one step at a
time. They often use note cards and
benefit trom demonstrations.

Visual learners
Children in this category' learn best
by looking. They rely.' on their eyes and

‘*"0

B ck to Sch
.r.K9c/./
.2J.JJ
e".! • -..1.-•-rs
s.

University Square • 303 N 12th St. • 759-2100
www.vintagerose.com

c.4

• '

Auditory learners

Your child may learn by one or any
combination of these styles. They may
also demonstrate certain weaknesses or
strengths within styles. For example. an
abstract learner with strong verbal reasoning skills may understand idioms easily. but have problems putting together
a puzzle because of their poor non-verbal reasoning skills.
As your child grows. their learning
style may change. While they may start
out as a visual spatial learner in kindergarten, they may turn into an auditory
global learner in junior high. What was
once a weakness could become a strength.

. • rv.

1

According to experts. no one learning style or combination (il styles is
hetter than another. Working together.
teachers and parents can capitalize on
a child's strengths and improve their
weaknesses. Start today! Sit down with
your child's teacher. discuss your child',
learning style and work together to help
your child get the most out ot their
education!

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• We can not aiways
change the future for
our youth. but we
can change our
youth for the future.
Franklin D.
Roosevelt

-4/
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KYSER LOUGH(Ledger 8 Times file photos
Above, Students at Murray High School wait in the cafeteria today
for the first day of the 2009-10 school year to begin. MHS kicked off
the first day with an all-schoo
assembly in the gym. Below left, brand-new freshmen in Kacee Barrow's
homeroom at Calloway County High School prepare for their first day
of high school in the
fall of 2010 CCHS opened the school year to the sound of Kool
& the Gang's "Celebration." and principal Brian Wilmurth
declared 2009-2010 as a "Year of
Celebration." Below right, Students head to their 8:30 a.m. classes
today as the fall semester began on Wednesday, August 19. 2010 at
Murray State University.
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Building preparation

KYSER LOUGH

Ledger & Tmes
Randy Louis. head of maintenence. installs
a new ceiling tile in room 110 at
Murray High School on Tuesday. July 20.
Louis and other district staff are preparing the school buildings for the return of student
s for the 2010-2011 school year.
At right. chairs await cleaning outside Murray
Middle School earlier this summer.

& Times file photos

th an all-school
ih school in the
as a "Year of
University.

A worker in the Calloway County Middle School
kitchen prepares a hanging grid for the installat
ion of a suspended ceiling CCMS
the summer thanks to a bond issuance by the district.

_

_
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Schools

receiving all-new HVAC units over
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School districts welcome new
faculty, staff, administration
Staff Report
With the start of school
quickly approaching. new
hires at both school districts are settling into their
new roles.
At Murray Independent,
new teachers and staff are:
Sheri Anders. Special Education, Murray Elementary
School: Amber May. Guidance Counselor, MES:
Stoya England. Art, MES:
Charles Cronin, Facilities.
MES; Sheri Muehleman,
Social Studies. Murray
Middle School: Marin Son.
Math. MMS: Alison Gregory, Assistant Principal.
MMS; Nicole Barnett. Special Education. MMS:
Jacob Shelton. Health Physical Education. MMS;
Whitney York. Technology, MMS: Jon Bell. Science. MMS: Dior Curtis.
Education.
Alternative
MMS: William Langford.
Facilities, MMS: Sarah
Farmer. Math, Murray High

"P‘rn
ILI4

School: Tim Zeiss. InstrucMHS:
Music.
tional
!Michelle Garland. Spanish/Speech, MHS.
At Calloway County.
two teachers have shifted
roles. Gina Wilmurth is
moving from East Elementary to become the district's Gifted and Talented
and
coordinator/teacher
Melissa Lamb is moving
from Calloway County
Middle School to become
the home/hospital teacher.
New teachers in the district include Anita England. middle and high
school science and social
studies. Day' Treatment
Center: Chase Futrell, 912 Math, Calloway County High School; Connie
Umstead, 9-10 English.
CCHS:Jessica Johnson,6th
Grade Nlath and Social
Studies, CCMS; Chelsea
Morris. Instructional AssisShelia
CCMS:
tant,
Roberts. 8th Grade Spe-

74

;;44

cial Ed., CCMS: Robin
Simmons, 8th Grade Language Arts, CCMS: Abigail Sykes. Speech PatholJames
CCMS;
ogist.
"Derek- Jones. Band.
Kennith
CCMS/CCHS:
Superintendent;
Bargo,
Connie Payne, Director.
Day Treatment Center:
Angela Fuqua. Second
Grade. North Calloway Elementary; Melinda Hendley.
Principal. NCE: Rainie Lee.
Speech Pathologist. NCE:
Rachel Rommes. Fifth
Grade Special Ed.. NCE:
Robyn Ryan, First Grade
Special Ed.: NCE: Janna
Bell, Special Education.
Southwest Calloway Elementary': Molly Cash, K5 Reading and Math. SWE.
Hiring at both districts
for the 2010-2011 school
year is still underway
according to school officials. and other positions
may be filled before the
start of school.

A/ew c-ook/
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305 North 12th Street • University Square • 753-6263

.0.44<lNa
backpacks the
ultimate in organization!

UNIVERSITY
****" ****
book & bean
I203-A Chestnut St., Mtirrai, KY • 76I -BOOK
www.universitibooknribe2n.com
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Principals' silly stunts can motivate students
KOSSLER
MELISSA
DUTTON
For The Associated Press
Sometimes it takes a
minute for James Anderson to figure out why people are staring at him.
Then the assistant principal remembers that in
June he let a group of
Power Middle School students shave his head with
an electric razor and his
hair's still growing back.
He had promised he would
let them take the shears
to his locks if they had
fewer failing grades in
2010 than the previous
year.
Every' year. school
administrators like Anderson make local headlines
for silly stunts intended to
motivate students. Principals do everything from
spending the day on the
roof to kissing pigs to taking pies in the face to
reward students for a job
well done.
The antics really help
"motivate and encourage,"
said Diane Cargile, outgoing president of the National Association of Elementary School Principals.
based in Alexandria. Va.
"The (students) love it.
and the parents love it."
Cargile said. "They know
you care about the children."
It's a popular tool that's
not often discussed among
professionals, said Anderson. who works in Farmington Hills. Mich. "I go
to principal conferences
every year and we've never
once discussed this." he
said.

Offering to shave his
head had an impact on the
students and their grades.
Anderson added. The number of Fs dropped from 312
to 36, he said.
"We used it as a motivating tool." he said. "If
students had a test. the
teachers would say.'You've
got to do well to meet
Anderson's challenge.'"
Agreeing to do something silly also shows the
kids "you're willing to give
them something for their
effort," Anderson said. He
also let students duct-tape
him to a pillar in the
they
after
lunchroom
exceeded a fundraising
goal for victims of Hurricane Katrina.
That was "far worse"
than his new haircut, he
said.
"When it was time to
come down all the hairs
on my arms got pulled out,"
he recalled.
in
students
When
kindergarten through third
grade at East Jones Elementary School in Laurel.
Miss.. collected more coins
than students in the upper
grades. Principal Becky
Stewart let a kindergartner lob a pie at her face.
"It was all in good fun."
she said. Although. "it
stung my eyes."
The pie-throwing opportunity encouraged students
to bring in money to help
offset the cost of new playground equipment. Stewart said.
"The best part was getting to draw the name of
the student who was going
to do it" at a 2009 school

assembly, she recalled.
"You could see the excitement."
"Humor needs to be part
of the day." she said.
"When they eet to see you
being funny. they love it."
In Sheffield Township.
Ohio, Vincent Elementary
School principal Virginia
Fitch kissed a pig in April
to reward kids for meeting their math goals. the
local paper reported.
Such over-the-top acts
underscore a principal's
commitment to the school.
said Barbara Sistrttnk. an
assistant principal who
jumped out of a plane
when the Parent Teacher
Association at Greenland
Pines Elementary School in
Jacksonville, Fla.. met their
parent participation goals.
'They also grab students'
attention. After Sistrunk's
sky dive. 12-year-old Katie
Blackwell decided to do her
science project on what
type of fabric makes the
best parachute. She experimented with paper. plastic. silk and nylon parachutes. Nylon worked best.
she concluded.
"It took longer to get
down," she said.
Jumping out of a plane
Sistrunk
that
showed
"believes that the school
can be a champ," said
Katie.
Sistrunk didn't initially
believe the PTA really
wanted her to jump out
of a plane.
"It's nothing I would
have dreamed of doing,"
she said of her March 20
jump. "I did it for the
kids. I won't do it again."

